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Problems of Productivity
Late last year Department ofDefense and industry executives
gathered at a meeting sponsored by the American Defense
Preparedness Association, in Pittsburgh, PA, to consider mutual
problems and issues related to the productivity ofthe industrial
base. The following discussion, provided here in a condensed
version, was presented at that meeting and was devoted to "a
search for common goals. ' An industry perspective is presented
by Mr. Thomas j. Mum'n, President, Energy and Advanced
Technology Group, Westinghouse Corp. Mr. Jack E. Hobbs,
Deputy for Management and Programs, Office, Assistant Secretary of the Army, provides a government view.
I

Opening Remarks by Mr. Hobbs
Tom Murrin and I would like to spend a few moments
to establish a framework for the remainder of the conference. As you spend time in the materials, automation
and human resources workshops, we feel it is imporrant
that you keep in mind some of the ovetall dimensions
that bound the productivity problem.

Opening Remarks by Mr. Murrin
In my view, there is no more crucial issue than improving the productivity and responsiveness of our defense
industry, for it is vital to our national security, and to the
economic well-being of our Nation. I am hopeful that we
can shed some light on the different environmental issues
and challenges faced by DOD and industry, differences
which have affected our relationships, and have made it
difficult for us to focus on common goals.
Let me recognize at the outset that our American aerospace and defense industry has demonstrated outstanding leadership in the areas of quality and productivity.
We represent the strongest single concentration of industrial talent and resources in the United States today.
We are also, in my opinion, the U.S. industry that is in
the best position to lead our Nation OUt of the industrial
and competitive decline. But to do this, we must develop
new approaches, and new attitudes that will allow us to
focus on our objectives.
DOD and induStry have been trying to define a set of
common goals for decades. In recent years, we've talked a
great deal about improving quality and productivity in
the defense industry. And we've heard much "rhetoric"
about teamwork-about replacin~ adversarial relationships, and restrictive regulatlons wah a spirit of trUst and
with the cooperation that is essential to the pursuit of
these common goals.
While we appear to be making progress, there are indications that the net effect of all our "rhetoric" has been
quite the reverse and that OUt relationships are actually
deteriorating-largely because some of our goals are not
common but, in fact, are confljctin~.
We can no longer afford to continue to work in conflict, we must change what has become business as usual.
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Therefore, I look forward to this opporrunity to jointly
discuss today's environment, the challenges we face, and
our DOD-industry relationships, and to set forth some
tecommendations. Hopefully, you will fmd the format
we have chosen stimulating. To begin, Jack Hobbs will
~scuss the environmental issues from a DOD perspective.

Hobbs on the DOD Environment
It would not be news to any of us that the United
States is in the process of recovery from an unusually persistem inflationary cycle and a period of record-setting
unemploymem. It was during this period that we em·
barked on one of the greatest modernizations of our
defense posture in post war history. During this same
period there have been record high deficits in the Federal
budget.
From the public's perception these items are related
inasmuch as the economic problems and the defense
growth are attributed to haphazard management, high
inflation, high interest rates and so on. The pressure on
our board of directors, the Congress, is to rearrange
budget priorities and debt reduction,
As a result, there are more and more legislative effons
to regulate and scrntinize various asJ;lects of the defense
budget. A major focus is the acquisltion process. These
effons have expanded well beyond the normal budget
issues, Legislation has been enacted to establish a new Lndependent weapon system test agency. There is a great
deal of interest in specific acquisition strategies.
Reporting of program status on more and more programs and the inclusion of the six largest contracts on a
program for COSt growth conrrol are other forms of new
congressional controls. Finally, program priorities, the
amount of competition, technologies to be pursued, and
source selection are receiving greater scrutiny,
In addition, we are concerned with our ability to regain
the steady increase in productivity that characterized OUt
industry for so many years. This is very critical if we are
going to demonsrrate that we have the capability to manage the added resources being given to defense.
At the same time, our industrial base is faced with a
technological explosion which has significantly accelArmy Research. Development & Acqu1sItion Magazine

growing force of international competition, panicularly
from the Japanese. Once-dominant U.S. industries have
been driven out of business by the higher quality, and
lower prices, offered by international competitors. The
situation has caused more concern and rhetoric than any
commercial crises in histoty. Traditionally preeminent
American corporations have lost both market share and
profits to European and Asian firms and have laid off
thousands of workers in the process. Many of our unemployed find themselves "technically obsolete."
Our Nation's balance of trade is showing increasing
deficits every year while our international competitors
grow stronger, in both technology, and numbers. A
number of historically strong "smokestack industries"
find the environment one of bleakness, and little promise. Certainly that is the feeling in some companies right
here in Pittsburgh.
During the last decade there have been four key factors
that led to OUI Nation's industrial decline. These were:
• Too little attention to the management of quality
and productivity.
• Too little investment in applied R&D and capital
equipment.
• Inadequate management of human resources.
• Continuous growth of bureaucracy and trade restric~ons to the detriment of entrepreneurial innovaoon.
We must not allow this to repeat itself in the defense
industry! But we must recognize and subsequently accept
the fact that these same issues face the defense industry
and the same foreign competitors are attempting to increase their shate of the jl"lobal defense market. We must
establish a course of acuon that will guarantee our continued preeminence in this defense market.
Let me assert that we in the defense industry, and OUI
DOD partners, must speak our together on this issue of
global competitiveness. We can no longer maintain an
attitude of indifference toward the industrial policies,
technology, and defense products of other nations.
Together, we must face some rather tough and complex ~eopolitical trade issues, including technology transfer, licensing, coproduction, and financing. We must do
a better job of transfusing our defense dollars and defense
technolo~ into other industries to insure our Nation's
competiuveness in the global commercial marketplace.
Speaking as a single voice on these issues, and on the
threat of international competition, might well be our
most consrructive counter to the scrutiny we both face in
supponing defense spending.
Our situation is further complicated by the third environmental factor-a technology explosion, unlike anything yet experienced.
Today, the development to deployment cycle is so long
and technology "half life" so short that our new systems
face the risk of early technical obsolescence. This dictates
prudent life cycle improvement planning and technology
insertion budgeting as integral parts of each new defense
program.
Corporate America and DOD are speaking out together on the need to protect our IR&D funds and expand
dramatically technology modernization and manufacturing technology programs.
Recently, at Westinghouse, we signed a multiyear
cooperative investment program with the U.S. Air Force
called GET-PRICE. It is a pioneering manufacturing
technology program that promises to save DOD almost
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erated the life cycle of our weapon systems. As the rate of
change in individual technologies increases, there is a
geometric increase at the total systems level. This compounding effect increases the probability of technological
surprise, but, at the same rime, offers a large payoff for
technology insenion. This period of rapidly expanding
technology must be a period when productivity is a major
focus of our industrial panners.
In summary, we find that defense must operate in an
increasingly unpredictable and unstable world, confronted with more and more public scrutiny, and in the
midst of a transformation of American industry faced
with a technological explosion and at the same rime faced
with making changes in manager and employee attitudes
to regain a level of quality and productivity that was at
one time taken for granted. These things shape the environment in which we must purchase hardware from
industry.

Murrin on the Industry Environment
I'd have to agree that the environment in which DOD
must operate today is indeed perplexing-militarily,
politically, and economically. The environment we face as
defense contractors is similarly complex and more difficult than ever before.
I" d like to address three issues driving industry todaynamely, the scrutiny we face not only from our customers, but from Wall Street and our stockholders-the
growing threat from international competition-and the
effect of the ongoing technology explosion, as it affects
the competitiveness and viability ofour defense products.
Relative to scrutiny, we in the defense industry also feel
the results of the scrutiny DOD experiences from the
Congress and the public. They demand that DOD,
through their defense contractors, deliver high quality
goods and services, on time, and within budget, a reasonable expectation.
In addition, our fmancial performance in the defense
industry is sctutinized as never before by Wall Street investors, and through them by our stockholders. We are,
in fact, competing for investment funds with commercial
industries and it is imperative that we return profits competitive with non-defense industries, if we are to receive
our "fair share" of the capital so critical to modernization of our offices and factories, and our "fair share" of
the research dollars so crucial to our long-term international competitiveness.
Our number one threat to profitability is the rapidly
2
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one billion dollars over the next decade, with Westinghouse modestly sharing in the savings.
Also, we are engaged in the bold and far reaching Very
High Speed Integrated Circuits program, cooperating
with DOD, and other defense contractors in the"development of a new generation of semiconductors.

Hobbs on the DOD Challenge
We clearly face different environmenrs and goals. To
effectively manage in these environments, we must identify, articulate and agree on the challenges we face. There
are several interrelated factors that must be addressed
concurrently to improve the way we do business, increase
the mobilization capacity of our industry and maintain a
productive and efficient supplier of defense hardware.
The fust and most important of these factors is qualiry.
I am not referring to only qualiry control or quality assurance. Quality' must be thought of in a larger context. This
implies a different concept that is traditionally associated
with our quality efforts. It means the weapon system
musr be designed to quickly accommodate changes in
technology or threat. Additionally, the equipment we
purchase must meet functional, reliabiliry, availability,
maintainabiliry (RAM) , and real world performance objectives at an agreed upon cost. Finally, the suppOrt infrastructure must be properly implemented to mcJude the
necessary personnel, training, software, parts, and test
equipment.
In short, quality must be viewed as a continuum
throughout the entire acquisition process. From the requirements document to the manufactUrer and on to the
support structures, quality must encompass every action
and event. Quality needs to become an accepted way of
doing business. We need to stop having specIal programs
to emphasize quality.
Closely assOClated with this concept of quality is life cycle management. In making resource allocation decisions,
the DOD and the Congress must have a high degree of
confidence in the inputs on which these decisions are
based.
We must identify the cost associated with a new system
early in the life cycle. This includes the costs of production, operation, maintenance, personnel, common support equipment and other rnfrastructure costs.
Another challenge is to reduce the time from development to deployment. Rapid advances in electronics,
materials, and propulsion technologies, to name a few,
have forced us to rethink the entire weapon system time
line. We can no longer afford to take 7 to 10 years to field
new systems. We must find ways of reducing this time.
A si.m.ilar, yet somewhat different, situation exists in
the production and manufacturing area. Our experience
in making the transition from development to production has not been good. The end result of the development process must be a product that can be built by the
production organization with at least the same level of
performance and RAM as the engineering protorypes.
This needs to be a major focus of our development
efforts.
Finally, throughout the acquisition process, we must
establish ways to make it more flexible. Competition
must be used when it makes sense. On mOSt major systems, it is not economical to maintain twO prime contractors in production. However, on most systems, 50 to 70
percent of the cost is in items purchased by the prime
contractor and this is where competition does make sense.
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We know that competition will, in many cases, Stimulate innovation, lower costs and provide an incentive for
contractors to make capital investments in order to
become more productive.
In summary, the challenge to the DOD is to establish
the operating criteria for total quality in our systems,
manage on the basis of life cycle costs, reduce the cycle
time and become flexible in our use of competition so
that it can be used when and where it makes sense.

Murrin on the Industry Challenge
From an industrial point of view, the environment of
rapid change presents us simultaneously with three interde12endent challenges: dealing with profitability, quality,
and employment.
The firSt challenge for industry is to remain profitable.
This is rule number one in the free enterprise system. We
must remember that all of the productivity efforts we
speak of are meaningless unless they lead to the profits
necessary for us to continue in business. However, to stay
in business, we must provide quality products for our
customers, training for our workforce, and automation in
our factories and offices.
Clearly one way to achieve higher quali!l' is through
the modernization and automation of our offices and factories. We must also manage for quality by motivating
our people to design and build quality in and to rely on
themselves rather than inspectors and quality auditors.
This will require a "cultural change."
The term "QC" might yield better results if it meant
"quality culture," instead of "quality conrrol." For
decades we've been conrrolling quality by measuring acceptable levels of rejects. We need a quality culture based
on the belief that there is no limit to quality and no acceptable level of rejecrs!
As we move in this direction, we must not overlook our
human resources. We have an obligation to provide longterm job stability for our employees in the defense industry. Automation, higher quality, and less rework with
full employment must be the call of the day.
We must reach understanding and consensus on the
critical "linkage" between a high quality product, full
employment during a period of technology explosion and
automation, and reasonable profits for industry.
Recognition of that "linkage" may be the key to the
investments that will allow us to stay at the leading edge
of technology, continually train our people, and upgrade
our facilities to provide top quality defense systems.
Army Research. Development & Acquisition MagaZine
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The linkage between quality, profits and employment
may also be the key to needed changes in the acquisition
process. Industry is neither efficient nor profitable in an
atmosphere which features program instability, year-toyear doubt over follow-on orders, varied and low quality
production rates, and bidding fot programs with inadequate funds, and unrealistic schedules. Such an atmoSphere does not breed high quality, nor job security.
A critical linkage between profits, employment, and
quality? A far-fetched idea? Perhaps, but I assen that is
precisely the "linkage" made by the Japanese. Haven't
they created program stability, multiyear production,
and economical production rates by focusing on quality?
And haven't high market share, economic growth, full
employment, and profits been results?
Also, what of the Congress and the caxpayer? Do they
link defense quality and defense profits together?
Perhaps not! Perhaps they believe the opposite? And
perhaps misunderstanding of this linkage leads to the
adversarial relations we will discuss next.

Hobbs on Relationships
During the past two decades it seems clear that the
continuing management problems in government programs are not due to the lack of initiatives for change. Today, as in the past, there are many initiatives to address
the problems. Our focus must be to discover why these
initiatives have not become pan of the way we operate.
The initiatives have failed to be implemented because
of hesitancies of the institution to change. Improvements
in the management of programs and the upgrading of
our industrial base require the commitment of both
government and industry to make some basic changes in
the way we do business. We must replace bureaucratic,
top down, centralized planning with consensus-based,
results-oriented actions.
We have a discontinuity in the basic goals of the_parties
involved. The culture of my world is the quick fue We
deal with the current contract or current budget J?roblem.
For your part, I would say you have a broader view dealing with market share, return on investment and longterm profits.
We deal with technical excellence but do not enforce
design criteria to insure we have designed with a cost goal
in mind. I believe you determine an acceptable market
price for an idea and build to that price.
Past initiatives did not recognize the basic differences
between the goals of government and industry. As we
push industry to make greater capital investment to improve productivity and reduce cost, we must recognize
that industry needs an opponunity to recover that investment and make a profit on it. This is difficult to accomplish when the next contract is negotiated based on last
year's actual cost. This is hardly an incentive for industry.
All too often, the Government's goal becomes one of
minimizing the contractor's profit, disallowing COSts, and
drawing up a contract that passes on to the contractor all
developmental risks and, in addition, often includes a
multiyear production option which, in effect, punishes
the contractor for quality and productivity improvements
by reducing price and profit if such improvements are implemented before the options are exercised.
Finally, we have over a period of years created a hostile
mode of operation. We have created an atmosphere
where the parties are dealing from mutual mistrust and, I
su bmit, it COStS to mistrust each other.
4
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Murrin on Relationships
During the past 20 years, we've somehow lost the spirit
of trust, and the cooperative relationship that previously
existed between the Government and industry. In the
process, a traditional trust was replaced with bureaucratic
reStrictions, and adversary relationships. We talk often
about quality and productivity and teamwork but when
we try to implement these through an unproductive acquisition process, built around mistrust, our best efforts
fall apart.
It is through the acquisition and contract process that
our relationship becomes adverse because the current
structure forces us to a win-lose attitude and lose-lose
negotiations.
We tend to forget that the Soviets are the true adversary and instead become adversaries ourselves.
The tules of the ~ame guide the Government negotiators to focus on disallowed costs, and minimizing the
Government risks. Quite naturally, the contractor's goal
becomes the opposite as he tries to retain some of the
profits that he believes are due him, and retain reserves to
cover unforseen downstream risks that he is being asked
to face alone.
I agree with Jack's point that when the contracts are
multiyear, they often disincencivize quality and productivity improvements. It's little wonder that our spirit of
teamwork often disintegrates when we begin the acquisition process.
The solution to this dilemma is for both parties to
focus on a set of common goals. Those goals should include the delivery of the highest possible quality product
to the field at a fair price and on a reasonable schedule
with the end objective of maintaining our national military readiness.
The cooperative technology modernization and Very
High Speed Integrated Circuits programs that I mentioned earlier are consistent with this aim and prove that
our relationships can be at "arms-length" wlthout becoming antagonistic. Still some will argue that relationships between DOD and industry are inherently adverse
si.nce each is motivated by separate and often conflicting
alIIIS.

Some also say that common focus is impossible, because the contractor is motivated not by the need to prevent Soviet superiority, but by return to its stockholders,
and because the military users and DOD procurement
agencies fail to fully comprehend the critical link between
industry's profits, and our national security.
Some will argue that only in wartime can DOD and industry become a single team with a common purpose. I
for one reject such pessimism! I believe that we can no
longer afford adversary relationships. We need to focus
oUI available strengths, resources, and talents on our Nation's adversaries-the military and industrial competitors who threaten OUI security and economic prosperity.
We also need to focus on total quality improvement.

Hobbs on Common Focus
We've talked about the environment, challenges and
relationships from OUI individual perspectives. It should
be obvious that we must find a better way ro manage in a
fast-moving, unpredictable environment which has some
deep-seated and counter-productive biases.
The DOD and industry must recognize that productiviry is the long-term effect of management decisions a.nd
March-April 1984

actions. In this context, management must focus attention on the causes of productivity improvements. This
means we must concentrate on a wide variety of actions
that affect weapon system costs. These include things
such as human resoutce development, asset utilization,
cost performance thresholds and tradeoffs, program stability, capital investments and concurrent versus series
schedulin~.

While mternal effons are critical, major improvements
can only be made through joint customer.supplier management actions. We must jointly address areas such as
the forward planning process, bener communications,
different ways of contracting, and changes in the regulatory and administrative process. We must, for example,
institutionalize the user community's involvement in the
requirements planning process. We must insure that the
system developers are focused on solving functional problems and not creating engineering monuments. This information must be communicated to industry in a form
that can be used for independent R&D efforts, business
base planning and capital investment decisions.
In the contracting, our objective must be to give industry the chance to enhance profits by being innovative.
This includes the use of competition where it makes
sense, incentivizing capital investments and value engineering effoCts. We must recognize the domino costs of
regulations and administrative actions so that the uue
COSt is compared to the value added or subtracted by the
regulation.
In this final analysis, to make real and permanent improvements, management on both sides must demonstrate their commitment to productivity through specific
actions and attitudes. The leadership must focus their
organization's resources on opponunities such as technology insertion in existing assets, flexible manufacturing
systems, and reducing policing costs.

Murrin on Common Focus
If we are to focus our energies and talents together, we
must direct them on the threars we face together and recognize the linkage between the military and indusuial
competitions in which we are engaged.
Only if our Nation prospers economically, can we successfully face the Soviet threat. Concurrently, advanced
technology from our DOD programs can help OUt Nation's competitiveness on the international commercial
battlefront, only if we effectively manage that technology, and transfer it to our commercial industries expedi.
tiously, and with respect to national security regulations.
The key to this common focus on external threats is
leadership with effective, open constructive dialogue between the leaders of all facets of our defense team. I include not only DOD and industry but Congress, and the
public. We must strive to create a "culture" based on
uust and to motivate all of our people to contribure their
very best towards the defense of this Nation. I mentioned
earlier that inadeguate attention to quality was one of the
causes of our Nanon's industrial decline. Historically, we
have placed misguided focus on marginal productivity
gains Ulstead of attention to doing things right the first
time.
Quality and productivity go hand in hand, bur in that
order, and for too many years we have had the order
reversed, seeking productiviry gains, even at the expense
of quality.
For many decades, U.S. industry has been productivity
March·Aprii 1984

focused, trying to push more out by steamlining, cutting,
squeezing, and applying the pressure. We've continually
pushed to cut the costs, just another 5 to 10 percent. Each
time that we squeezed for another marginal saving we
risked alienation of the work force, and sacrificed quality.
While we focused on productivity programs aimed at
marginal cost reductions, we found ourselves losing in the
marketplace to superior product quality, superior reli·
ability, and superior service after sales.
Producing more inefficient!y and at the eXJ?ense of
CJ,uality is cenainly no way to increase productiVity. PuttIng more inspectors on the line, to find the mistakes, is
clearly the wrong aPl?roach to productivity. Doing something over because It wasn't done right the ftrst time
wastes money, and lowers productivity.
Simply stated, improved productivity is the by-product
of improved quality. We must focus on both but if we
focus first on quality all else will follow. We in the
defense community have an extraordinary opportunity,
and in fact a pressing responsibility to lead the way
toward a national suategy based on qualiry and productivity improvement. We need to set standards-ofexcellence for all of industry to emulate.
We need to improve the quality, reliability, and performance of our defense systems while prOVIding more
value for our Nation's defense dollar.
Finally, we need to take specific actions that will allow
us to maintain U.S. leadership in the defense and aerospace industry.

Hobbs' Closing Remarks
There are several actions that can be taken to get us
started toward achieving our common goals. Neither industry nor government can do this alone. Improved quality and productivity is only possible through a partnership between DOD and industry. Toward this, we'd like
to suggest a four point program which we believe should
be adopted as a means of stimulating quality and productivity improvements.
We need to outline ways to provide industry with our
long-term budget goals for programs so that industry internal budgets can reflect ways to improve productiviry.
This action would insure that government prosrams are
knirred into the fiber of the conuactor's plannlOg cycle.
Secondly, we must make stable operations a way of
life. We cannot expect increases in productivity and control of costs if programs constantly change. Thirdly, indusuial modernization programs should be supported by
top management in DOD and industry. These programs,
more than anything on the horizon, can defeat the cost
disincentives in our current conuacts.
Finally, we must focus on technology insertion and in
advancing the state-of-the-art in critical generic techoologies like flexible manufacturing, robotics, software and
Vety High Speed Integrated Circuits.
A long-term joint industry /DOD strategy on quality,
productivity and international competitiveness is essential. Let's work together to ~arantee our future. Let's
replace bureaucracy, adversarlal relationships, with sound
management, team work and innovation. This will allow
us to maintain U.S. preeminence in critical defense technologies. We really have no other reasonable choice.
In summary, we need to find a way to do business in an
environment where everybody expects a quality product
and is willing to negotiate, test and field with that
assumpnon.
Army Research. Developmenl & Acquisition Magazine
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Small Arms Weapons Manufacturing
Modernization
By William A. Dittrich

Until recently, the manufacturmethods for small caliber
mIlitary weapons in the United
States had seen little change for
the past 40 years. The Army's major mobilization producers are still
using machinery designed, for the
most part, before World War II.
While private industry has been
converting to numencally-conuolled machines and more recently, to robotic assembly methods,
the government-owned weapons
production base still uses primarIly manually-operated machines
and hand assembly. Manual inspection and material handling
techniques dominate the process.
We continue to rely heavily on
skilled operators, many of whom
are close to retirement age, to assure a quality product. Under full
mobilization conditions, reactivation and expansion of the existing
base would be a difficult task.
In 1980 however, the Army
began a Manufacturing Methods
& Technology and Facilitization
Program to upgrade and modernize the capability for small arms
in~

weapons manufacmre, utilizing
the latest technology in manufacmring processes and inspection
techniques.
The initial phase of the program has centered on the improvement of processes used for
gun barrel manufacture, since the
gun barrel is the component requiring the most specialized processes and historically is the most
difficult to produce. Concurrently
with process improvement and
equipment development, product
improvement programs also have
been initiated to inuoduce material and configuration changes that
result from inuoduetion of the
new processes for manufacture.
Before describing the new process, it is important to give a brief
description of a typical existing facility for manufacture of a small
caliber barrel. The Saco Defense
Systems Division (SDSD) of Maremont Corp., Saco, ME, provides
the major share of the mobilization base for caliber .50 through
30mm barrels, and maintains a
government-owned production

Figure I rhowr a typical existing g,m-dnlling operation. CarIS ofgun barrelr are reen in the
background. Each ofthe old drilling machiner drillr two barrelr at a time. Forty·five minuter to
two haUl! are required for drill cyde depending on barrel rize.
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equipment package including a
variety of World War II.vintage
specialized machine tools to perform gundrilling, chambering, rifling, and similar operations. This
base is supplemented with privately-owned general J?urpose
equipment. A sin;ll.lar slmation
exists at mobilization producers
for other smaller caliber rifles.
Typically, Saco produces about
2,000 to 20,000 barrels annually
of each of several types. Barrels
begin as purchased steel bar stock
or forgings which are subjected to
a series of initial exterior machining operations to provide a configuration suitable for interior machining operations. They are then
gundrilled to provide a hollow
t.Jbe (Figure 1). Subsequently,
additional turnin~ operatIons are
done on the exteno!. The barrel is
rifled by a broaching operation
and the chamber is drilled and
reamed. The barrel interior is
chrome plated.
Throughout the process, a
number of separate cleaning operations are performed. The barrel
is also suaightened several times
in the process, an operation requiring a substantial amount of
operator skill. In total, between
50 and 100 separate oferanons are
performed on typica caliber .50
through 30mm barrels.
Barrels are manually handled
on pushcarts for uansport between these operations, and hand
gages are used extensively for inprocess inspection. For example,
the chamber configuration alone
is measured by manually inserting
over 20 separate go/no-go and
dial gages at various stages of the
process.
While the frocess is old, the
high degree 0 skill of the operators continues to produce a qualMarch·ApriI1984

Figure 2. ThiJ new hot rotary forge iJpresently being readiedfor production at Maremont Corp.,
5f1&0, ME. lnuallation ofheat treat andautomated material handling to interface with thiJ forge
IS In

progress.

ity product. However, the process
is labor intensive. The drilling
operation for a 30mm barrel by
itself takes over an hour. Broaching requires sequential attachment and manual cycling of over
two dozen individual cutters
through the bote to obtain the desired progessive twist rifling configuration, a laborious process.
Approximately eight hours of
actual machining time is needed
for a typical barrel. This does not
include time for handling and inspecting them. Manual handling
of in-process batches of com,Ponems, in addition to being wne
consuming, results in a large inprocess inventory. More than 50
percent of the original input material ends up as chips or other

waste, adding significantly to the
cost of the product.
The new manufacturing technology J?rogram to improve the
process IS executed by the Fire
Control and Small Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory of the U.S.
Army Annamem R&D Center at
Dover, NJ. Projects are managed
through the DARCOM Office for
Manufacturing Technology and
the Industrial Readiness DirectorateI:IQ U.S. Anny Armament,
Muruuons and Chemical Command, Rock Island, Il.
The program initially analyzed
existing processes at Saco Defense
Systems Division while comparing
proposed alternative concepts on
the basis of investment cost, operating cost, reactivation time, and

Figure 3. A medium caliber barrel iJ shown on ils final pass through the reciprocating hammers
whi&h form it to near net shape.
March·April 1984

other factors. Sample barrels were
fabricated using alternate processe~ ~or forming ~e ini~al blank,
drilhng, chambenng, rifling, and
plating the barrel. Processes were
closely monitored so that variables
were defined, times for each operation were developed, and production efficiency could be predicted.
While some tests were run at
Saco, the need for specialized machines often required subcontracts
to machinery producers and development laboratories. Other
corporations were located which
leased time for process evaluations
on machines which were used normally for totally different purposes. For example, tests of hot
rotary forging of caliber .50,
20mm, and 30mm preforms were
conducted under the GFM Corp.
supervision on a machine recently
installed at a West German steel
mill. Gundrilling investigations
were performed at drilling machine manufacturers using different types of drill bits supplied by
other corporations.
The manufactu.ring technology
efforts performed thus far have
resulted in processes much different from those now in use. The
initial portion of the process for
all caliber .50 through 30mm barrels, .the hot forge subsystem, will
conunu~usly acceP.t bar stock,
automatically cut It to length
heat it to forge temperature, and
then rotary forge it to near-netshape with little material loss
(Figure 2).
The key machine in this ponion
of the process is the $3.5 million
model SHP-16 rotary forge machine built by GFM Corp. Four
computer-controlled reciprocating
hammers in its forging box shape
the bar into a barrel configuration
as the rotating red-hot bar passes
through the machine (Figure 3).
Then the barrel preform will be
heat treated in a continuous process using fully automated material
handling and computerized process control.
The hot forge subsystem has
been designed to permit rapid
conversion between barrel sizes.
Changeover usually requires only
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changes of input material sizes
and selection of different computer programs. Hammer tooling
must be replaced when changing
from 20mm to 40mm size range,
but this can still be accomplished
in less than 30 minutes.
The overall time required to
process a single 20mm barrel preform from input bar stock is less
than 15 minutes. Since many
steps are being performed concurrently, the line can produce barrel
preforms at rates of between 12
3.?d 30 per hour, depending on
SIZe.

After passing through the hot
forge subsystem, the barrel will
follow divergent paths depending
on size and the configuration of
rifling. Ejector/BTA drills will
replace eXlsting gun drills to produce barrel bores at six times the
old rate. Caliber .50 and smaller
barrels having a constant twist rifling will be finished on a cold rotary forge which shapes the hollow
preform over a mandrel.
Larger barrels having a progressively varying twist rifling will be
rifled using high speed broaching
or electrochemical machining
techniques, and computer-controlled specialized turning machines will finish the chamber and
exterior surfaces. A rapid.flow
plating system proven under the
Manufacturing Methods and
Technology Program will then
apply the plating to the bore of
the barrel at over 10 times the rate
of existing plating systems.
Facility projects were begun in
FY 1981/82 to implement the
manufacturing technology projects. The equipment for the hot
forge subsystems which forms the
barrel preform, has been installed
at Saco Defense Systems Division
and is in the acceptance/proveout phase. It will be operational
in the third quarter of FY 1984
and then begm to provide payback. Additional equipment for
cold forging of rifliiig is also on
order, and future facility projects
will complete the line.
Saco Defense Systems is complementing the government invertment by purchase of conven8

~

tional computer numerical control
machines and other equipment.
While the facility will not be
completed for at least another
three years, the J?rogram has been
planned to prOVide early payback
by installing initial portions of the
line so that they can interface with
latter pottions of the existing
process until the facility is completed.
Improvements are also being
made in process control and inspection. The manual straightening method will be replaced by
a computer-controlled machine
which will use a laser measurement system to determine
straighmess, and a computer
algorithm to control the force and
location of impact required to
straighten the barrel. Consequently, the operator will be
removed from the loop.
Manufacturing technoloEY effans are now underway to fmalize
the designs for this prototype
automated barrel straightening
and rifling equipment. Future
manufacturing technology facility
projects will consider automated
inspection and assembly operations.
In addition to the immediate
cost savings resulting from reo
duced material usage and labor,
many other benefits are envisioned. Quality will be much improved as a result of bener process
control, i.e., less end product loss.
Use of computer numerical control rotary forging, single point
numerical control chambering,
automated elemo,oftical inspection and the like wi! increase line
flexibility, permitting changeover
and rapid reactivation for a variety
of barrels with a lower requirement for specialized tooling.
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Operating personnel skills will be
reduced in areas such as straightening by use of automated equipmemo
Other potential benefits derive
from the use of hot rotary forging
for the irUtial barrel preform prep·
aration. Preliminary tests have
shown feasibility of recycling worn
out 105mm cannon barrels by rotary forging them at Watervliet
Arsenal into blanks suitable for
small arms weapons. These blanks
can, in turn, be further hot forged
on equipment at Saco into caliber
.50 through 30= barrel preforms.
The process can be repeated,
for example, to conven 30=
worn out barrels into 7.62mm
blank stock. In addition to saving
over two-thirds of the cost of
virgin material, use of critical
Dickie and cobalt will be reduced
by this reclamation process.
Through the cooperation of the
Army's weapon producers, machine builders, and inspection
equipment developers, the obsolete production base is well on its
way to being modernized. Technology now being implemented
at Saco Defense Systems will also
flOd its way into other mobilization producers.
Improvements in forging, drilling, plating and the like will have
application in other industries as
well. Thus far, the program has
been most successfu in demonstrating new technology. With the
start-up of the fust part of the line
later this year, the real reasons for
the program, lower product cost
and better availability, will begin
to be realized.
WILLIAM A. DITTRlCH is chief
of the Manuf(N;tun'ng and Producibility Branch, Materi4ls and Manufacturing Division, Fire Control and
Small Caliber Weapon Systems laboratory, U.S. Army Armament Research & Development Center, Dover, Nj. He has been a manager of
programs to develop new and improvedproduction processes for small
caliber weapons and ammunition for
-the Pl1Jt 15 years and holds a 1952
degree ,'n physics from Loyola University.
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Back to the Basics

Recent Issues and Policies Concerning Quality Assurance
By Harry L. Light
Throughout the Army there is increasing command
emphasis on quality and reliability and the role that all
scientists and engineers must play so that DARCOM
fulfills its goal of providing "Quality Equipment and
Support for an Excellent Army _" The purpose of this arti·
cle is to explain the issues behind this increase in command emphasis and the policies recently promulgated
which all DARCOM engineers and scientists must follow
to achieve the DARCOM goal.

The Issues
In an interview with the New York Times, the Army
Chief of Staff stated ''There are some things that I can
get emotional about and quality control is one of them."
More recently, the DARCOM deputy commander for
Research. Development and Acquisition conveyed to the
Army Chief of Staff the DARCOM approach to quality:
"We are suessing that we design for performance, perform producibility engineering and manufacturing
methods and technology early to insure repeatability in
volume production and adequately test for component
qualification, as well as system performance. Quality is
not accomplished through inspection. Quality must be
designed into the initial system and we must and will
hold scientists and engineers responsible for quality and
costs. Inspections verify conformance to design. Quality is
a mindset and must be achieved through active participation by everyone from the corporate management to the
worker on the production line. We must motivate and
discipline. We shall do that. Our soldiers deserve no
less. "
This high-level command emphasis on quality stems
from what quality assurance is all about-soldier satisfaction. Poor qualiry control results in a loss of confidence by
the soldier in the field, unsatisfactory reliability performance, and increased costs of weapon systems. The
credibility of DARCOM depends on the quality and
reliability performance of its equipment and suppOrt.
Dissatisfaction with the quality, cost and reliability,
availability and maintainability performance of several
major Army systems and the process by which they
evolved have led to the recognition that improvements to
the process need to be made immediately.
Because of difficulties experienced with the development and production of certain newer ammunition and
other irems, the DARCOM commander appointed a Product Assurance and Test Review Board, chaired by GEN
Walter T. Kerwin (USA retired), to evaluate the adequacy of the DARCOM Product Assurance and Test
Program.
The Board's objectives were to review the adequacy of
quality assurance and field procedures, assess whether
deficiencies exist in the interface between DARCOM and
the Defense Logistics Agency, and determine whether
March-April 1984

management expertise and the quality of production-line
workmanship are declining.
Although the Kerwin Board initially focused on traditional quality problems-contractors' negligence during
production, failure of quality assurance personnel in procuring activities to fulfl11 their responsibilities, and the
negligence or incompetence of Defense Contract Administrative Services inspectors-the Board quickly realized
that lapses in these areas contributed orl1y in small part to
the quality problems of the Army. The real problem the
Board realized was errors in the design and development
process, prior to production.
After recognizing that improvements in the design and
development process afforded the high-leverage needed
to improve the quality of DARCOM equipment and support, the Board refocused its effoCts. Inquiries were made
to examine the DARCOM/TRADOC interface, the
technical performance of new items, the extent to which
ASARC or DSARC decision points control the development process, the suitability of test procedures, the accuracy and completeness of the technical data package
and the role of the project manager.
This refocus resulted in the flOdings that problems
found during design and development stages were not
satisfactorily resolved prior to transition into production,
that quality assurance is considered only after cost and
schedule, and that lack of up·front quality assurance
guarantees problems down stream.
Although the Kerwin Board dealt primarily with ammunition, the issues and recommendations have validity
for most DARCOM commodities as is evidenced by the
findings of Contractor Assessment Reviews. These joint
HQ DARCOM and major subordinate command reviews
were initiated by the Deputy Commanding General for
Research, Development and Acquisition last fall as a
result of costs and quality problems of major systems.
The purpose of these reviews is to identify and make
recommendations concerning productivity, cost and
quality control. Typical problems identified which result
in loss of conuol of costs and quality of systems entering
production include:
• Systems entering production with unresolved design
issues and test failures.
• Long duration berween identification of a problem,
completion of failure analysis and implementation
design changes and corrective action.
• Quality and producibility considered only after completion of design and redesign effoCts.
• Inadequate planning of faciliries, equipment and
tooling to support large volume production.
• Lack of parts and vendor conuols programs.
• Capitulation to schedule demands by accepting
waivers and deviations not in the interest of the
Army.
Army Research, Development & Acquisition Magazine
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• Reliablity requirements not being placed
tracts.
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New Policy
Since the credibility of DARCOM depends on the
quality and reliability, availability and maintainability
performance of materiel at Initial Operational Capability
and since equipment must work reliably and be supportable at high readiness levels, the deputy commander for
Research, Development and Acquisition has issued new
policy on management of reliability and maintainability
which recognizes the responsibility of all DARCOM scientists and engineers in this critical area.
This policy emphasizes basic engineering design,
growth management and testing through system development and production, and directs that command principles and project managers be rated on their attainment
of RAM requirements.
Starting with the development of requirements, the
policy insists that quantitative reliability requirements be
established for all programs. These requirements must
meet user needs and be consistent with the state-of-theart of technology. These tequirements should consider
both hardware and operations and recognize that RAM
will grow as design changes are implemented and uoops
gain uaining and experience. These requirements then
become the operational reliability and maintainability requirements expressed in the Required Operational Capability. Before proceeding to the next milestone, these
requirements must be met.
The policy next insists on basic reliability, availability,
and maintainability engineering and design practices to
meet these operational requirements. The reliability and
maintainability designed into the hardware must exceed
the minimum acceptable value expressed in the ROC.
There must be a safety margin in the design to compensate for the degradation commonly experienced during
systems integration. As such, development, programs
must implemem pans control and include reliability
parts in accordance with MIL-M-38510, Mll.-STD-883
and other established military specifications.
The policy demands that reliability requirements be
established during advanced development and implemented at the start of full-scale engineering developmemo
In addition, reliability and maintainability apponionmem, tolerance analyses, failure modes and criticality
analyses, and development of manufacturing process conuols and inspection equipment are to be accomplished
during the engineering design process. The policy also
calls for the use of environmental stress screening, which
employs thermally cycling and random vibration at all
levels of assembly. This screening is accomplished to precipitate failures resulting from poor workmanship and
defective parts so that these failures occur during manufacturing rather than in the field.
The applications of environmental stress screening to
date have resulLed in significant improvements in reliability and reduction of manufacturing costs by reducing
rework.
10
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In calling for the development of manufacturing and
process conuols and acceptance during design, the policy
on management of reliability and maintainability reiterates the DARCOM policy on producibility.
Recognizing the strong and potent role that technology
affords in controlling costs and quality and improving
reliability and producibility, the director of Technology
Planning and Management issued instructions that each
laboratoty identify quality and producibility opponunities and develop programs to address these opponunities.
The policy also requires a placmed reliability growth
program for use during development, production and initial deployment to achieve operational reliability, availability and maintainability requirements. The program is
to be conducted in accordance with Mll.-STD-189 and
must address the entire system and critical components
and subsystems.
An essential part of the growth program is the testanalyze-and fix (fAAF) concept. A test period must be
scheduled in conjuncrure with each major milestone to
identify design, software and manufacturing defects. Test
time and resources must also be scheduled to correct deficiencies found during testing. There must be sufficient
dedicated people, facilities and test units to identify the
"root cause" and eliminate design and manufacturing
defects.
In addition to TAAF, achievement of reliability growth
results from other processes which identify defectS such
as environmental suess screening, reliability predictions,
failure modes and effect analyses, and component
testing.
As a conuol and check on the acquisition process, the
policy insists that approved reliability, availability and
maintainability and supponability requirements for each
major milestone be met before proceeding to the next
phase or Initial Operational Capability.
Receor policies reemphasize that the responsibility for
quality and reliability of Army weapon systems include
all DARCOM engineers and scientists. It is only through
the teamwork of all involved in the weapons acquisition
process that we can fulfill the DARCOM goal of' 'Quality
Equipment and Suppon for an Excellent Army."
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Producibility Engineering Training . ..

A Key for Successful Transitioning to Production
By Gilbert J. Tallar

Today's project manager is well aware
of the responsibility for cost, schedule,
and technical performance of weapon
systems. While R&D engineers are developing new design concepts within the
shadow of the state-of-the-an for achieving the functional performance goals,
other team members are reviewing development COStS and schedules for completing engineering development.
Drawings, describing the details of
this new design concept are also released
for manufacturing. Also, skilled technicians, using general purpose equipment,
produce a handcrafted prorotype model.
Finally, development and operational
teSts of the engineering prototype are
conducted to validate that functional
characteristics match those specified in
the engineering design.
The R&D community may honestly
believe its wk has been successfully
completed. However, within a short time
after the initial production ..go ahead, .•
a rapid rise in procurement cost usually
occurs and questions are raised as to
whether the Depanment of Defense can
really afford this new system. In this
case, funhet analysis usually indicates
that while having form and function, Ihe
product lacks structure for economic
production.
This scenario of the early days of
weapon system development is still applicable today. The project managet
must not only consider his responsibilities related to cost, schedule, and technical performance in development, but
must also suongly support the additional
responsibility of planning for producibility if smooth uansitioning to economical
production is to occur in a timely manner. The process for achieving this ecoMarch-April 1984

nomic suucture is Producibility Engineeting and Planning (PEP).
Absence of a disciplined producibility
engineering approach was indicated in a
1981 Selected Acquisition Report (SAR)
on ptocurement cost growth of Army
weapon systems. The report stated that
fot 11 major Army systems, the average
change in procurement cost from the
original baseline in constant dollars and
adjusted for quantity was 35.5 percent.
Furthermore, while the cost growth was
23 petcent in the development phase, it
was a staggering 92 percent in the production phase. Within six months of initial production, major cost adjustments
were required.
In the 1970's, several unsuccessful attempts at producibility engineering and
planning wete tried. Procurement appropriation funds were utilized during the
later stages of engineering development
after the development and operational
tests were completed.
Army items were developed and teSts
wete completed ptior to advance production engineering effoCtS ro make the item
producible. However, this resulted in the
development and testing of items which
were not designed for production.
Release of ptocurement funds to manufacturing was accomplished only after
successful completion of the R&D tests
which provided the assurance that most
of the development risk was reduced to
an acceptable level. Furthermore, since
full-scale engineering development and
advanced production engineering were
accomplished in series. the tOtal combined effort resulted in long delays.
In 1973. the two major functions of
advanced production engineering were
segregated. The initial production

facilities, which are hardware oriented
(e.g., tooling and production line
setup), would continue to be funded
with procurement funds. The production engineering measures, which are
software oriented (e.g., drawings,
manufacturing processes), would be
funded with RDT&E funds.
Producibility and planning funds were
consolidated with all othet RDT&E
funds. In essence, funding tequirements
for producibility and planning effoCtS
had to compete with all other R&D effons for resources.
When design engineering needed additional resources for tesolving design
problems, producibility and planning
funds were reprogrammed. Thus, the requirement for resolving design engineering problems took precedence over
producibility.
Generally, Ilny remaining resources for
producibility and planning were too little and 100 kite.
As a result of these difficulties, DARCOM Commanding GEN Donald R.
Keith stated emphatically that •'there
are no activities in the weapon system
acquisition process that demand greater
attention than those directed toward
assuring effective transition of developed
hardware into efficient production."
Reaffmning this policy, Darold L.
Griffin, DARCOM deputy director for
Develnpment, Engineering and Acquisition, conduded at a 1983 PEP Conference, that "Producibility Engineering
and Planning is vital and must be induded in the Army's acquisition strategy and
design criteria."
PEP mUSt be staned early in development and must have top management
support. One of DARCOM's primary
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Some PEP Activities
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o

o

Design for ease of manufacture including the performance of produc·
ibility trade·ofts.
Develop and validate the technical data package from a producibility
point of view.
Design and fabricate prototype of special·pu pose production and
inspection equipment tooling.
Exploit foreign manufacturing techniques for enhanced produci·
bility.
Perform risk analysis of new manufacturing processes.
Manufacture prototype and item components to validate new or
improved techniques.
Computer simulation of manufacturing process.
Develop the plant layout and production plan.
Apply value engineering principles.
Identify any need lor manufacturing methods and technology (MMT),
and manufacturing technology development (MTD).
Figure 1.

concerns in the acqUiSlUon of Army
materiel is controlling producrion cOSt
while at the same rime delivering reliable
equipment to the field on schedule.
As a result of less·than-sarisfactof} ;xperiences, DARCOM conducted an anal·
ysis of the PEP management methodol·
ogy. Shortcomings in previous efforts
were idenrified. A step-by·step review of
the acquisition process was made to identify all key interfaces. Alternarive solu·
tions were developed and evaluated from
"lessons learned." As a result, a new
PEP philosophical concept was developed at DARCOM. This concept was implemented and published as DARCOM
Regulation 70-6, Producibiliry Engi·
neering and Planning, 22 June 1983.
This regularion prescribes policy,
responsibilities, and general procedures
for conducting Producibiliry Engineering
and Planning for Army systems and
materiel. The regulation is not a "cookbook," but it identifies those activities
that need to be accomplished in an c:fficient and effective manner.
PEP activities are those producibility
and production engineering tasks performed by the materiel developer which:
affect economic and rimely producibility
and completeness of product design;
accomplish detailed planning and speci·
fication of all items and resources for
production in an economic and rimely
manner; and carry ou t those actions to
tty out and prove that components specified will perform optimally during production. Some PEP activities are shown
in Figure 1.
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DARCOM invesrigated means to dis·
seminate this policy to the "working"
levels as expediriously as possible. The
quickest means was to establish a short,
intensive training course under sponsor·
ship of the Directorate for Manufacturing Technology, which has PEP mission
responsibility. The U.S. Army Management Engineering Training Acriviry was
given the task for course development
and presentation.
The Producibiliry Engineering and
Planning course applies to all PEP tasks
for major and non·major Army systems,
items, and materiel undergoing develop·
ment, which included product improvement programs.
Considering the specific course scope
and the phases of the weapon system life
cycle, it became evident that more than
design engineers require this training.
The course was targeted for personnel
who serve as contract officet representa·
tives of R&D efforts; project manager
personnel who review. monitor, and
manage Army systems and materiels
transirioning efforts from design into
production; as well as procurement per·
sonnel who negoUate and administer
development contracts.
A program of instruction was developed to identify the subject matter of the
course, along with a brief scope of
instruction.
Major subject areas of the course are:
iniriation, justification and authority for
PEP; PEP in the weapon system life cy.
cle; PEP implementation; PEP statements of work; conuactor's PEP efforts;
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managing and monitoring the contractor's PEP efforts; and the PM's role in
uansitioning to producrion.
The course syllabus strongly SUppOITS
the notion that the project manager is
responsible for producibilil} and its
essential elements, which includes a vital
management commitment, effective
contract requirements. and incorporation of producibiliry requirements in the
program management documents.
It is Strongly emphasized that if the
estimates for PEP expenditures are not
warranted, written authorization must
be obtained from the Director of Manufacturing Technology in coordination
with the Director for Development Engi.
neering and Aquisition, HQ DARCOM,
prior to entty intO Advanced Develop·
ment and Full-Scale Engineering
Developmenl.
To obtain a better understanding of
the various types and sequences of PEP
activities, a guest speaker is invited from
a DOD contractor to discuss two significant phases of the process. Phase one
covers producibility and production
facility plans and layout.
In phase two of the course, the speaker
presents the design details of machinery
and test equipment.
The course illustrates that from the
Army's point of view, a contractor, duro
ing development, transitions through
three distinct phases: design intensive,
production planning, and production
implemencation.
During the design intensive phase, the
contractor must place heavy emphasis on
producibiliry analysis using breakeven,
sensitivity, value, or ParetO techniques.
Producibility analysis on high.value,
long-lead, and high-risk items should be
accomplished with the objectives ofmax·
imizing simpliciry of design by use of:
economic materials, economical manu·
facturing technology, standardizarion of
materials and components, process
repeatability, product inspectability,
minimum procurement lead time, and
minimum design changes during pro·
duction.
During the production planning
phase, the contractor performs the classical planning activities for facilities, personnel, skills and materials, especially
early buying of long lead time items.
Tooling is also idenrified, fabricated,
and proofed and breakdown and identification of required material, parts, and
assemblies are idenrified.
During the production implementa·
tion phase, the contractor provides
assurance that the system is ready for
producrion. The contractor also establishes a mini production line and
March-April 19B4

produces the number of engineering
development prototypes to rr•• tt the requiremenrs for developlllenr and operational tests. After successful completion
of these tests, the Army project manager
performs a functional and a physical configu,ation audit in accordance with the
coofigloration management plan per AR
70-37.
After this pc.-rion of the course, attendees are cognizant of PEP activities
that a contractor performs during the
development phases. An exercise reviewing a comf _ting contractor's
response to a Request for Propos" I for the
Full-Scale Ergineerin~ Deve1op,nent
PEP effon, is given.
The project manager is responsible for
planning, budgeting, contractually
specifying, and evaluating the PEP performance and assures that the contractor
is responsible for the e'ccution of the
pr"ducibiliry effores. It :s the project
manager whr, with assistance from the
supportipg laboratOries, if necessary,
determines the : 'llount of PEP effon
that should Le ccnrracrually specified.
!)ata that the project m'nager receives
from the contractor should not only
satisfy his needs for evaluating performance but should abn satisfy the needs ot
tOp "lanagemeOl ~o whom he must submlt reporrs.
In a final SUI11I!lary of Ute course, chref
types of risks assoc::cted with Army
mat riel system aeveloprnen:s dre discus~ed. fhese are rroduct, production,
at'd external. Figure 2 iliusuates that a
product, cunstrained by production
resources, must b.. produced within an
,a'\'"temal dl·nam~c environrrenr.
The m;jor groups of 'prr-duct :i'k"
and "production ri,k" are within the
put' iew of the project manager/concrac.
ro:, whi.:e the gtoUP labeled "external
risk" is beyund their control. The arrnws
depict the relationship between these
three categories as a cun:inuous two-way
flow of information.
Pn:odu~t nsk. The ideal situation is
whe'1 the design has be..n '!ircually
&olen prior to mitial production. In
realir} this never orcurs due to inhprenr
uncerrainues in design s:abilily, prodll jbility, and performance.
It design problems have nut been
tesolved during R&D, the a rendmt
uncert..inci..s will carryover and dismpt
initial productioll.
It i> also essential that artemion be
directed to producibi!iry aspeers during
R&D, otherwis.. the resu:I will b~ severe
d ruptlon and '/1creased osr dnr;ng
ItlIlIal pruduuion.
Problems can ai,,, 0(( lit with "I"stem
pcrformance el"er i (he Iesign has ::iMarch·April 1984

bililet! and the item is producible. This
risk area includes all the "ilities" (reliability, availability, maintainability, dependability, capability, etc.) required to
meet rigid performance specifications. If
increasingly sophisticated perforClance
requirements continue to rlrive weapon
designs, performance will remain an area
of high uncenainty.
I
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Production risk. The system requiremeNS of design, produeibtlity, and performance are merely academic unless
resources arc available to accumplish
them. These resources can be succin· t1y
divided inco tbp five fundame"ta! categories of material, facilities, tabor,
funds, and management. The increasine
demands on these finile resources ensure
this as a conCJtouing risk group.
The mat.:rial re.ource relers to all
materials and purcl,ased parts gOL'lg ir.to
the weapon system and its direcL support
ec;u;prnenr. It includes raw material in
addition fO specialiled vendor items,
such as elecuonic corr.ponenc~, engine>,
transmissions, etc.
'1 he facilities resource lOdudes brick
and monar needs as well as manufaccurir:g and testing equipment and LOoling.
Thi.<: risle varies dependjn~ on w"ether
exisv'lg fdcilities are modified or new
facilities ate designed and built. Thl increasing sophistic rion of weapon systems brings new and exotic equipment
and tooling reqwsernents.
Labor remains a major contributor to
w..apon sy,tern cost. Competition for
scarce skills in such critica! fields as
engineering, softwart de ign, welding,
machining, hea~' equipment use, and
maintenancc makes this a high-risk
category.
Keen competition for limited funds at
all levels of government and ind,"s~'
from Jep~rtmenrdllcorporatc level tv
['mice; lev, I Iso l~USeS uncenaJocy. The
on' pllcated proess by which funds are
e<tlrna:cd tequested, appropnated, and

obligated adds to the uncenainty.
Management risk includes the sufficiency and experience of management
personnel in both the contractor and
project management offices and general
manageability of the project. In this context, management is just as much a
resource as material, facilities, production labor, and funds.
External risk. This group represenes
uncertainties over which program management and contractor personnel have
no control. These uncertainties constitute the dynam;~ environment in which
finite resources are allocated to the
production of many systems. Th three
major categories are managemel t goals,
infl~tion, and unknowns.
The 3-day Management 3.lld Control
of Procucibility Engineehng and Planning COUf<P ;s an intensive training pro(tram which concentrates on the key
issues that DARCOM ;:>rojeCL personnel
must thoroughly understand. The course
a.idr~>ses, in chrr-nological order, the
sequence of events that must transpire
during the development phases to ensure
a smooth, ~~onomic transition into
production.
The ~oal of a successful Plvducibility,
Engineering and Planning probram is to
fust know what has to be done-then
doing it. To arhieve this E'0al a.1d transition into production successfully, a key
ingredient is PEP training.
In conclusicn, PEP IS not a new concept. The sLccessfulJy competing manufacruring corporations nf tOday have
been performing S' me producibility activiL.cs. The r mAy nor have called It PEP.
However, if a company wanes to remain
competitive in the DOD marketplace,

proa'llcibrlity engineenng and production pla"ning is a" esse:,titzl ingredient.
The .oad to ""ccessj,,1 !ramitioning to
productioll must begin v~'th integrating
production engitl.ering with design to
ensure produclbility.
The road to sllccessful uansitioning to
product;on does not happen by chance.
The projen 'llanager must plan for it and
rhen make it happen.

GILBERT T. TAiLAR is an industrial enginer~ oJt the U.S. Army Management ElIgitleering Training Activity, Rock Island, IL, and a co-zsultant
on producibi/ity engil~.ering and
planning 01. the lHX proje,;tat the
U.S. Army Aviation Systems Command, St. Louis, MO. He has a
85ME d"gree jrom the Univem'ty 0/
WisCOflSl1l. an MS degree from Florida insritute 0/ Technology, and an
J.fBA from PacIfic Lutheran Univerl~Y·
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Budgeting to Most Likely Costs-the PM's Dilemma
The problem of cost growth in
development programs seems to be
endemic to the acquisition process.
Recent experience indicates that fully
90 percent of the major development
programs have suffered, or will suffer, cost growth. There are many
reasons for this phenomenon. Inflation, requirements growth, program
scretch-ou:;, and poor estimates are a
few of the more common ones.
A perceived cause of poor estimates is that the project manager is
unwilling to recognize his true costs
and hence arrives at a cost estimate
which is overly optimi'lic.
The conventional wisdom has it
that if the PM were more willing to
submit a realistic cost estimate, mUG'
COSt growth would be avoided. This
perception may explain why the PM
is frequently charged to budget to
most likely costs. Unforrunately the
charge is lost on him because our
planning, programming, and budgeting system places hun in the dilemma of either producing a cost estimate which is almost certainly too
low, or of misrepresenting the facts.
let me explain.
First, we must temember that one
of the more salient features of the
budgeting system is thar it involves
the allocation of a scarce resource.
Consequently, the hunt for money is
intense and unceasing-particularly
at the higher levels of the system.
This means that any estimated costs
must be justified in detail.
Costs that are not justified are likely to tesult in funds being taken away
from the program and given to an
apparently more deserving program
whose costs are better explained.
It is interesting to note that the
ruthlessness with which money will
be taken away from a program often
varies directly with the taker's
distance from any responsibility for
the program. Cuts can be quite arbitrary. On the other hand, a compensating mechanism is that the capability to study an estimate in detail
generally decreases with increasing
level of review-creating a temptation we will touch on later.
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Another unfortunate aspect of the
system is that at no time will the PM
know what all of his program costs
will be. No one can. Ifhe is smarr (or
lucky) his unknown costs will not be
great, bu t he can be sure he will have
some. Of course, justification of
unknown COStS is difficult at best.
Thus, knowing these facts of life,
and heeding his charge to budget to
most likely costs, the PM i~ faced with
two distasteful alternatives. He can
either hide unjustified money in the
more obscure ar~ of his estimate
(hoping that the "pad" is large
enough and that the revielVS of his
estimate will not filld it), or he C'Ul
::;ubmit an estimate which includes
only costs that can be justified under
current rules of the game, and which
is very likely to be an underestimation of the true program costs
The end result of this dilemma
~omewhat resembles the forward pass
in football. Three possible outcomes
may occur-twO of which are bad. If
the PM pads his estimate and the pad
is discovered, then the ptogram will
lose some funds, probably be underfunded, and the PM will gain a shifty
reputation.
On the other hand, if he submits a
justifiable estimate then the program
will likely suffer cost growth and the
PM will be considered a poor manager, and he may even be thought
guilty of a "buy-in."
The third possibility, of course, is
that the estin:ate, padde or otherwise, turns out to be accutate, and
everyone is happy. This has certain y
happened once or twice.
There is no totally satisfactory solution to the PM's dilemma because
the budgeting system is not likely to
change soon. Fortunately, the current system has one advantage. By
making the PM and the contractor attempt to achieve optimistic cost
goals, costs tend to be kept down.
It seems clear if all programs were
budgeted for large cost growth, then
all the programs would experience at
least that amount of cost growth. We
can do berter than that.
But where does this leave the PM?
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There should be a reasonable compromise between the current funding
process and giving the PM license to
steal. The possibility for compromise
does exist, but it derives more from
attitudinal changes than from
changes in the system.
At the outset, the PM's problems
would be alleviated if Ius leaders
were more concerned about the
causes of cost growth and less about
the cost growth itself. To use a medical analogy. the COSt growth is only
the symptom of a disease. Treating
the symptom will provide only temporary relief. We may filld a permanent cure by attacking the disease.
Meanwhile, until a cure 1; discovered, twO related changes in the way
we deal with programs would help a
great deal. The fmt is a willingn 3 at
all levels to accept management reserve. The gr- wing acceptance of the
Total Resourc: Allocation Cost Estimating (TRACE) in RDTE funding
indicates that such a change is po,sible. (It is amazing that TRACE exists
in an envirooment where it occasionally happens that an unwary PM
identifies his management reserveonly to have it promptly taken away.)
The establishment of procurement
TRACE for individual programs or a
procurement TRACE pool is the next
step in the right direc ion.
The complement to this general
acceptance of management reserve is
the provision of rewards for PMs who
coorrol program costs. At present
there seems to be little correlation
between successful cost control and
professional rewards. A stronger CO!relation would encourage the PM to
minimize the use of his reserve.
These suggested changes in the
way we deal with program costs are
clearlv not a panacea. However, they
would allow the PM to budget to
what he feels are his most likely costs
Gustifiabl~ or not) and relieve him of
his present dilemma when he submits his cost estimate.
The preceding article was authored
by a student at the Defense Systems
Management College, Fort Belvoir,

VA.
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Trends and Their Implications
for DARCOM During the Next 2 Decades
Decisions can only be made in the current timeframe-there
is no such thing as a "furore decision." The decisions made
today, however, will determine the realiry of our tomorrow. To
enhance the decision·making process throughout the com·
mand, the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness
Command (DARCOM) initiated a major thrust to the develop.
ment of a Strategic Loog·Range Plan.
A:, a preliminary step in preparing for plan development,
the Strategic Long-Range Planning Team of the Program Analysis and Evaluation Directorate of DARCOM researched economic, demographic, sociological, technological and political
trends from the global and National perspective and their
probable implications for DARCOM during the next two dec·
ades. This article, which begins with this issue of the Army
RD&A Magazine and concludes with the next issue, contains
many salient points from that research. While aimed primarily
at DARCOM, the trends have implications for other commands as well as the Army as a whole.
Use of trends information for strategic decision-making is
still an aer, and experts often differ widely on what they
perceive as a trend. For this article, we have selected predomi.
nant trends. Several decades ago, planners looked inside their
organizations for 80 percent of the information necessary to an·
ticipate their future and to the external environment for the remaining 20 perceot. Today that percentage has been essentially
reversed.

Economic Trends
According to most economists, the predominant economic
trends for OUI global futUIe will consist of shortages of critical
minerals, rising influence of transnational banks and corpora·
tions, a continued high worldwide oil demand and a wideoing
gap between tich and poor nations.
Because the U.S. is largely dependent on foreign sources for
critical minerals, projected trends indicate that the U.S. in·
volvement in the third world will continue to gtow. The U.S. is
currently the leading consumer of raw materials and minerals
such as cobalt, titaoium, chromium and mercury. Many scarce
raw materials, minerals and energy sources ate critical to sup·
pomng defense activities and limitations on their availability
have far reaching implications for U.S. national security
interests.
The U.S. will continue ro exetcise considerable economic
influence internationally in trade, investment, monetary af·
fairs, information and in the development of new economic
alignments.
Many U.S. corporations will have joint ventures with foreign
organizations and there will be other cooperative agreements.
These cooperative agreements have a potential for significant
impact on national security considerations and international
suppOrt agreements. When the Army mobilizes, it must be
with an industrial base structure it understands, and currently
we do not have a totally clear pictUIe of where our secondary
items are manufactured.
The world economy will continue to rely on oil for a major
share of its energy. According to an independent study con·
dueted by a leading oil company, more than four·fjfths of the
increase in oil demand is expected in the developing nations
where economic growth is the greatest and the alternatives to
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oil are often expensive. Results of this study agree with the
Global 2000 Report to the President by the Council on Environmental Quality and Department of State. Oil consumption
in these countries should grow 3 percent per year to almost 19
million barrels per day by the year 2000. U. S. demand will
hover closely around its current level of about 15 million barrels per day. Power generation and supply is OUI achilles heel in
preparation for the futUIe battlefield.
Although DARCOM efforts, such as development of an
adiabatic engine have a high potential to address one critical
facet of the Army's energy problem, we must strive to assure
that concepts such as Army 21 (formerly AirLand Battle 2000)
be developed with simultaneous creative efforts in materiel and
logistics.
World population and gross national product per capita projections between developed and less developed nations continue to show a widening gap. The U.S. and Western Europe
will get richer by the year 2000. For the next twO decades, the
international community is certain to be besieged with
demands from the less developed nations for readjustments in
the distribution of wealth. Implications for the Department of
Defense include a world of increasing civil unrest and terrorism
as the rising economic expectations of third world nations are
not met. It also implies that total Army logistics must now,
mote than ever, be planned on a global rather than theater or
single·country level.

U.S. Economic Trends

u.s. long·term economic trends include an increased rate of
GNP growth, an increased rate of economic growth, and a
decline in inflation and unemployment rates.
According to the late Herman Kahn of Hudson Institute,
during the next 20 years the U.S. GNP will grow 100 percent.
Per capita income in the U.S. will double during that same
period, and the U.S. population will grow from 232 million to
282 'million people. In contrast, Data Resources Inc. forecasters
indicate that U.S. GNP will grow between 58 and 87 percent
during that period.
Today, 25 percent of all Federal outlays go to fund programs
for the aged. During the next two decades the U.S. Government will spend approximately 32 percent of the budget on
social and medica.! programs for the aged population. This de·
mand will likely have an adverse impact on the percentage of
the Federal budget available for defense.
Leading economic forecasters predict that the U.S. inflation
rate will decline from an average of 5.8 percent in the 1980's
down to 3.4 percent or less in the 2000's. The average unem·
ployment rate in the U.S. is expected by many to decline from
8.5 percent in the 1980's to 5.3 percent in the 2000's. With a
lower inflation rate and stronger economy, Federal Govern·
ment personnel and payroll policies will require extensive revi·
sion if the Army is to recruit and rerain skilled personnel.

Department of Defense
Economic Trends
Key defense long·term economic trends indicate that
defense outlays are likely to decrease as a percent of the U.S.
GNP; security assistance through Foreign MiIit.ary Sales will
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continue to fluctuate; weapon system support requirements
will increase; and the number of commercial activities will continue to increase, along with an increase in the annual rate of
DARCOM capital investment.
During 1984-2000, the percentage of the DOD budget allocated to Army is expected to decrease moderately in favor of
Navy and Air Force programs due to the high.dollar item costs
of their major equipment.
The Army's Foreign Military Sales levels will continue to
fluctuate through the next twO decades. Most of the Foreign
Military Sales will be to the third world nations in support of
national policy. As time goes on, sales competition from
France, West Germany, South Korea and possibly Japan will
challenge the U.S. Foreign Military Sales market share.
Currently, the U.S. relies heavily upon foreign sales to keep
its production base warm for military materiel. Loss of the U.S.
market share could significantly increase the future bottom·
line costs of maintaining our industrial base. The U.S. share of
the marker will be directly proportional to the amount of innovative technology and the national policy employed.
Increasing weapon system capabilities that emphasize mobil·
ity and increased rates of fire put a funher burden on logistics.
One of the major burdens is that sophisticated weapon systems
require more skilled maintenance people who are well trained
in electronic technology. This will be an area of major concern
to DARCOM in its manpower and personnel programs.
According to present Office of Management and Budget
estimates, the percentage of in-house commercial activities
converted to contracts out will increase in the Federal Govern·
ment during the next twO decades. Contracting in DOD, DA
and DARCOM will increase. Contracting of some programs,
projects and services will result in a change to the way we view
the business we are in and the types of skills DARCOM will reo
quire in its future employees. Contract management skills will
also be in great demand.
DARCOM capital investment projections by the Directorate
for Manufacturing Technology reflect an upward trend as it includes installatinn's plans to use the tools of computet integrated manufacturing (CIM). DARCOM plans now reflect par·
tial implementation of the ClM concept with some planning
underway to implement more complete systems. As the plans
mature there will be an increased investment requirement for
DARCOM. Anticipated productivity increases are in the range
of 25 to 40 percent upon project completion.
The estimate of $700 million shown in figure 1 for the year
2000 was provided by DARCOM's Directorate of Manufactur·
ing Technology. The upper and lower bounds define the feasible range of expenditures.

Demographic Trends
Demography, the statistical study of human population,
focuses on popul:uion size, groupings and the underlying
social petception that covers these shifts. Primary global
demographic trends include: very rapid population growth in
third world countries, slower rate of growth fot developed
countries, and increased urbanization. The bottom line is that
there will be a smaller piece of the pie for many since we are
dealing with a limited supply of resources. Most demographers
agree that there will be considerable growth in the earth's
population over the next two decades and that the inctease will
be the greatest in the less developed countries where per capita
productivity is already lowest.
According to the Globa/2000 Report to the President. currently industrialized nations populations will expand 16 per·
cent while third world countries will expand by 76 percent between 1975 and 2000. In 1975 there were 2.75 people in third
16
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Figure 1.
world countries for every one in industrialized nations. If thar
prediction holds trUe, it will increase [Q 4.16 people in 2000 in
third world countries (non·English speaking. non·European
heritage) for each person in the industrialized nations. This
means there will be an additional 2.5 billion people on this
earth, a total increase of more than 50 percent in less than 25

years.
Many of the world's cities will be growing rapidly during the
next twO decades. Urban densities and urban sprawl have definite warfare implications as population and social advancement I expectation ptessures often increase the likelihood of
revolution. One need only contrast the maps of the Fulda Gap
area in Germany 20 years ago to the maps of the same area today to realize that extensive urban sprawl may make urban warfare a prevalent characteristic of future conflict.

U.S. Demographic Trends
Among the important national trends during the next decade are a decline in the draft.age population, an older U.S.
population, a dramatic change in the ethnic mix of the U.S.,
especially in the Southern and Western States, and a geographic migration from the Northeast to the sunbelt.
According to the AirLand Battle 2000 report. the draft pool
will decline from 10 million in 1970 to 7 million in 1989. All of
the soldiers of the year 2000 have already been born.
Spanish speaking persons now constitute the largest linguistic minority group in the U.S. and a significant percentage of
enlistments. By 2000, the minority portion of the U.S. will in·
crease from 19 to 25 percent and Hispanics will continue to be
heavily concentrated in the Southwest and southern Florida.
During the past decade, 90 percent of the U.S. population
increase was in the Southern and Western states. This movement is largely due to the cost of energy, taxes, and land as well
as a preferable climate. Implications for DARCOM include
having an older, more ethnically diverse workforce and becom·
ing "the employer of preference" in the Northeast as many
businesses move to the sunbelt.
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Figures 2 and 3 show overall DARCOM employment trends
for rhe past two decades (curves have been smoorhed to elimi·
nare Viemam era, etc., fluctuation) and projected workforce
screngrhs for rhe nexr two decades. The currenr mission workload has been assumed. Figure 3. Civilian Workforce estimares, includes an upper bound of 144.5K (a ramp-up to meet
the 1982 Manpowet Baseline study tequiremenr). The lower
bound of I06.8K represents a 6 percent decrease in workforce.
The middle line, which is considered most likely. represents a 4
percenr decrease in civilian manpower. This anticipated
decrease is largely due to national policies as reflecred in rhe
Commercial Acrivities Program and reduction of manpower requirements in depot operations as a result of rhe Capital
Invesunenr Program.
Figure 4, Military Workforce esrimates. includes an upper
bound of 12.0K, represeming a "get well" target for today's
mission workload. The lower bound represents a 15 percent
decline over rhe next two decades. This projected loss is largely
due to additional light divisions in rhe out-years wirhour an accompanying increase in end strength to accommodare the
change. The middle line, which is considered most likely,
shows only a 10 percenr decrease as DARCOM strives to make
an effecrive case to show rhe slow erosion nf our military per·
sonnel screngrh.

Sociological Trends
Accomplishing work in the future will still require getting
rhings done with and through orher people. Sociology, rhe
science of human sociery, rherefore provides additional clues ro
rhe future.
During rhe next two decades, occupations will change, rhe
educational system will be even more hard pressed ro keep pace
wirh job requirements, heaJrh will be of increased imponance,
management will be changed by new information flows, and
the media will take on increased importance.
Training for a lifetime is no longer a one·time event. Skilled
workers can expect to be retrained four rimes in rheir lives.
ew occupations on rhe horizon will include such jobs as robot
production technician, energy technician, laser process technician, computer·assisted design, graphics and manufacturing
technicians and software writers. Decreasing occupations will
include assembly line production jobs, jobs requiring unskilled
labor, and manufacturing.
For DARCOM. it is apparent rhat as technology increases,
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training demands will increase. In addition, the entire Depanment of Defense will continue to have a vested inrerest in
assuring adequate skills will be available in both the private
and public sector. Another important consideration is rhe
development of skills (e.g .• ballistic welding) which are linique
to the military. Technology will not solve these skill shortages
in rhe foreseeable future.
The National Commission on Excellence in Education reo
cently released its report. entitled A Nation at Risk. Key fllldings include stanling statistics about rhe decline over rhe past
25 years in rhe quality of U.S. education. Recommendations
included more scringenr admission and graduation requirements, spending more time on "basics," and improvements in
teachers and rhe teaching profession. The commission stated it
was confident rhat America can meet its educational goals if we
all work togerher.
During 1982, a DOD study was done to take a closer look at
education and its implications for DOD. The resultant report,
entitled Study of Scientists and Engineers in DOD
Laboratories, made the following key points. U.S. student performance is declining; education above the bachelor level for
science and engineering subjects goes in large measure to
foreign students, and marhematics and hard science courses are
taken by a much smaller percentage of U.S. students than
Soviet students.
To DARCOM. Soviet emphasis on mathematics and science
means rhat rhe technological edge we rely so heavily upon may
disappear. DARCOM must also continue to pUffile weaponry
rhat is simpler for the soldier to use and maintain. Despite the
tecent influx of better educated sold.iers, we must expect future
soldiers to be. on rhe average, no better educated than out curtent force. An increased burden of training will rherefore be required as a funcrion of borh rhe lower "c"demic achievements
of today's graduates and rhe half-life of technological infounation.
According to Secretary of the Army James 0_ MarshJr., "An
Institution rhat promotes rhe health of its employees will be
rewarded wirh increased producrivity." The future will bring
with it an increase in stress and pollution. DARCOM must rec·
ognize the strong relationship between health and productivity
and consider promotion of health for its employees.

This article, including the portion which appears in the next
issue of the Army RD&A Magazine, was authored by the
following personnel dun'ng their service as members of the
DARCOM Strategic Long Range Planning Team: joyce L.
Brunsell, team leader, Dr. jarugula S. Rao, john Kato, and
William]. Greer.
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Training With Industry for Research and Development
By Kay A. Black
Try a litde word association: industry,
employee, Army officer, indusuial managemem, defense contractor, research
and development. One logical response
to these words might be Training With
Industry-a unique opponunity for professional development available for
Army officers.
Training With Industry is a major
focus of the Specialry Code H (Research
& Development) Proponent Office at
HQ U.S. Army Materiel Development
and Readiness Command (DARCOM).
Designed to monitor the health of the
specialty! rhe Specialty Code 51 Propo·
nem Office attends to the overallirofessional developmem of designare R&D
officers. It establishes iolicy related to
the R&D specialty, an proponenr per·
sonnel examine the poSItion inventory
throughour the U.S. Army and compare
it agarnst the personnel inventory. Training With Industry fits into this spectrum
as one training effort to develop R&D
officers.
In Fiscal Year 1983, management for
twO areas related to acquisitionprocuremem (specialry code 97) and
R&D-was transferred from the Office
of the Depury Chief of Staff for
Research, Development and Acquisition
(ODCSRDA) to HQ DARCOM.
The proponem office for the R&D
specialty was established in the Direcrorate for Development, Engineering
and Acquisition, while actions for the
procuremem specialty were assigned to
the Directorate for Procurement and
Production.
The coordinator for Training With Industry maintains communication with
the program's participants throughout
their year with industry-reviewing their
progress reports and discussing their activities. Other coordinator functions include recommending utilization assi~n
ments for participants and identifYmg
companies which qualify for theprogram
and wish to sponsor an R&D officer.
The coordinator also visits the officers
at their assigned companies, discussing
the tasks and training opponunities of·
fered. The relationship of the company
with the officer is evaluared, as well as
the qualiry of supervision regarding the
trairung program within the company.
Multiple objectives support the Training With Industry Program. Generally,
the U.S. Army seeks to train a nucleus of
officers in high level managerial techniques and industrial procedures and
practices nor available through the military service school system. The program
provides an arena for officers to learn
how major defense contractors and other
[mns do business, and it offers an opportunity for cooperation between the U.S.
Army and industry.
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Program participants remain under
adminisuative control of the Army while
assigned ro an industry. However, for all
other jractical purposes, each is considere an employee of the company.
Training With Industry participants do
not merely observe, they actively pursue
tasks in a manner acceptable to the industry. In the process, the Training With
Industry officer studies industrial managemem and acquisition from the
"other side of the fence."
Utilization assignments "drive" the
selection process for the R&D Training
With Industry Program. Army commands are requested to identify positions
which require knowledge of industrial
procedures and the DOD/ Army acquisition process. Selection is made for these
assignments, and the officer serves one
year with the company before re~rcing
for the 3-year Specialry Code H Job.
Selection for the program is competitive and based upon a comparative evaluation of academic and military records.
Selected officers are those who have expressed interest in working with private
mdusrry. They will usually be captains or
majors with 8-13 years of service in
vanous U.S. Army assignments.
Selectees must have a bachelor's
degree. Some will also have completed
graduate courses or a graduate degree
program. When an officer is nominated
ro a specific company, a resume is forwarded so the company can determine
where that individual could best be
used. Although not required, completion of the Program Management
Course, offered by the Defense Systems
Management Collcgc at Fon Belvoir,
VA, is desirable.
Program participanrs possess experience in various career fields in addi tion
to research and development. These may
include any of 38 specialty areas for U.S.
Army officers, including armor, aviation
logistics, communications-electronics
engineering, munitions matcriel managemcnt, or missile materiel management. AppLications may be made by
submitting DA Form 1618R, with a
resume, to the appropriate career man·
agement division at the U.S. Army Military Personnel Centet. The governing
regulation is AR 621-1, Training of
Military PerJOnnei at Civilian Institu·
tions. There are 10 utilization assignments for the 1984 cyclc now being filled
by the Military Personnel Center.
A variety of companies voluntarily affiliate with the Training With Industry
Program. Eight firms have agreed ro participate durmg 1984-85. They are General Electric, Hughes Helicopter, Litton
Data Systems, Martin Marlena Aerospace, Olin Corp., Sikorsky Helicopter,
TRW, and Vought. Additional compa-
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nies, generally considered leaders in their
fields, are selected from time to time,
de{'ending on the availabiliry ofR&D activities to which the R&D officer may be
profitably assigned-profitable for the
U.S. Army as well as the company.
Each industry varies in its method of
providing training. Some firms have
establishcd courses for their apprentice
executives and some have programs involving ovcr-the-road operations, maintenance shops, and terminals.
Research and development participants may encounter a variety of experiences within a company. This includes integrated logistics support,
systems engineering, configuration
management, manned/systems integration, testing, evaluation. quality
assurance, data management, financial
management, personnel manas-ement,
procurement, {'roduction, distnbution,
and security asslstancc for developmental
weapons systems.
Each company also develops a program of instruction based on the assigned officer's expcriences and previous
uaining/education plus the unique
needs of the company. For example, an
officer might spend several days reviewing reports to identifY how a project
which was completed at a $50,000 cost to
the company could be managed for
reduced production savings. A program
participant, at another company, could
spend a week assisting in the testing of a
computerized tactical communication
center. There is no single program for all
Training With Industry particieants.
This is a major strength since flexibility is
necessary to dcvelop useable systems to
mcet changinf national needs.
Programs 0 instruction are rotational,
including assignments requiring officer
interaction with program managers, the
Defense Contract Administration Services, production planning and opcrations, in-process and acceptance testing,
qualiry control actions, or engincering
management procedures and techniques. The trainee may also be involved
in activities such as master scheduling,
reLiabiliry and maintainability engineering, or sparcs provisioning.
The program participant may then
shift to several weeks of study and involvement into the various aspects of
contract management, including the
preparation of solicitations for subcontracts, evaluation of subcontract proposals. analysis of the price/cost of proposals, and thc execution of contracts,
subcontracts, and modifications to these.
In addition to wor~g with the company, a program partlClpam enters or
continues a rigorous program of selfstudy. Thc objective is to obtain additional background and professional
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knowledge of the indusuy to which the
officer is assigned. The intensity of effort
expected is that of graduate level college
assignments.
The civilian industry advisor prepares
a letter evaluation covering the performance of duty of the officer. Key topics for
coverage in this academic efficiency
repott include a brief description of the
training plus comments evaluating the
officer's performance, initiative, technical expertise, and ability ro work with
civilian personne!" in assigned duties.
The acquisition process may produce
"hardware" but it does so by effectively
utilizing people. These individuals are
civilians as well as military.personnel,
and the ability of an R&D officer to persuade and motivate others in accomplishing the task at hand cannol be
overemphasized.
It is truly incumbent upon the Training With Industry partinpam to foster
good working relationships within their
assigned company. Generally, the fact
that the assignee is an Army officer is
kept low-key, but the issue of conflict of
interest cannot be emphasized too frequently. A vety narrow line exists beneen what a participanr may and may
not do, even though, for all practical
purposes, the Army wishes the officer to

be considered as an employee of the
company.
For the protection of all concerned,
uaining participants are limited ro the
role of observer in any wotk assignments
involving Army projects. In particular,
the officer avoids providing advice or
guidance regarding conuaCI performance
and standards which could be interprered as official Army policy.
In summary. research, development
and acquisition for the U.S. Army involves many organizations within and
outside the Army. The Training With
Industry Program for R&D focuses on
learning which prepares officers to implement the policies for Army RD&A.
Participants gain insight into aspects of
the technology base supporting materiel
systems developmen t and manufacrure

and their awareness of industry research
and development is increased.
A valuable increase in the potential
conuibution to the Army RD&A I?rocess
is achieved by a relatively modest ffivestment of a few officers each year in Training With Indusuy assignments. The program perfonns a valuable role in the
Army's efforts to achieve its goals in
research, development and acquisition.
Additional information about the
Training With Industry Program can be
obrained from program coordinatorJo L.
Green. Her address is Commander, U.S.
Army Materiel Development and Readioess Command, ATTN: DRCDE-OO
(Mrs. Green), 5001 Eisenhower Avenue,
Alexandria, VA, 22333. The AUTOVON telephone is 284-8437 and the
commercial number is (202) 274-8437.

KA Y A. BLACK is employed in DARCOM's
Development, Engineen'ng andAcquisition Directorate. She was instrumental in establishing coordination for the Training With Industry in the
SOl Proponent Office. She holds a BS degree
from Ball State University and has done graduate
work in business administration and psychology.
Her memberships inc/ude the National Assoctation of Female Executives.

New Army Manual Describ s Procedures for
M1 Battle Damage Repairs
If the Army's Abrams MI tank suffered a leak in its
fuel line w.:.iJe in battle, could it be temporarily fIxed
by plugging the leak with adhesive tape? This may not
seem as far fetched as it sounds.
For the ftrst time in Army history, a complete, oneof-a-kind Battle Damage Assessment and Repair manual has been completed co tell the soldier in the fteld
how to make emergency, temporary repairs if his tank
is damaged or breaks down while in battle.
Always faced with the problem of a combat unit suffering loss of fIghting po",er because of damaged 0:
brok n-down frghting vehicles, the Army urgently
needed a manual for soldiers to use on the battlefield
to make temporary on-site emergency repairs.
The manual is authorized for use only in combat at
the discretion of the commander, with the proviso that
any temporary fIx must be repaired by a standard
maintenance procedure as soon as practicable after the
mission is completed.
In September 1982, at the direction of MG James
Welch, director of the U.S. Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command's (DARCOM) Supply,
Maintenance and Transportation Directorate, the
Army Battle Damage Repair Program was initiated to
develop technical manuals for the M1 Abrams tank,
the M48fM60 series tank, the Ml09 family of self-
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propelled howitzer, and the M113 family of armored
personnel carriers. Also, there will be a common subsystems manual for general com bar vehicles.
The lead activity for eveloping the manuals is the
Army Materiel Systems Analysis Activity at Aberdeen
Proving Ground, MD.
Other principal participants in the M1 manual
development include the Materiel Readiness SuPPOrt
Activity, the Tank-Aucomo:ive Command, the Armament, Munitions and Chemical Command the Communications and Electronics Command, the Training
and Doctrine Command's Logistics Center, the Ordnance Center and School and General Dynamics, the
prime contractor for the Ml.
The M 1 manual is the ftrst one to be completed and
was presented to Welch in a ceremony at DARCOM
headquarters. TACOM will release the M1 manual to
the field during the second quarter of 1984. It will contain an evaluation sheet upon which users can make
comments for possible in lusion in future revisions of
the manual. The remaining manuals are expected to
be released in the third qumer 1984.
The 680 page manual contains 373 illustrations and
198 frxes, which the Ordnance School at APG, assisted
by the Armor School, the Infantry School. the Field
Artillery School and the Signal School, has verified.
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Interview With Dr. Bill Richardson
Deputy Director of the U.S. Army Chemical R&D Center

Prior ro JOlfiillg the Army's Chemical R&D
Center you managed the U.S. Air Force con• ri-uons long-term "roject in advanced biomedical studies related to aircrew AJld ground
personnel. You are also credited with organizing the prog"'" office that initiated the first Air Force explorarory
development progran. on chemical defense. How would
you compare the Air Force CB R&D process with that of
the Army's?

Q

I think -he key thing is that these effons are
really both pan of the same process. The Army
• anu Air Force, at ali level~, are trying to f'1akr
this a jornt rogram. We h:t"e jo' t Servin. reqt.iremenrs
that we have worked on rog ther and' 'lere is curreml¥ a
subsran';al etfort at creatrng a joinr :'ervices 'plan relative
to whar is needed and how we can achieve It.
One example of this team appro..ch is the corr,mirme::Jt
of the All Foret to put a liaison officer nere at the
CheJJ1;cal R&D Center to improve coordination e£fons
h.wew the two Services. The Navy is also considering
placement of an officer here for the sr me purpose. I think
this joint approach is veo/. impo:rant in the chemical area.
One of the primary cLifercoces between the Army and
the Air Force program is sizt:o In the '\.rmy's role as executive agent for chemical R&D we provide much of the
te~hflology base fcr ali Services.
The ".rmy's program is lar er and somewhat more
diverse because we mJ1st operate in almost every type of
environment. The Arm/s reguirements process is also
much more rigurous and < ecific. It is not unusual, for
example, for the Arm} ." ake rr..o years tl' develop a requirement for a detector or a dccont~mination technique. Tc,f' Air force, however, tends [Q use who t is
sometimf's refened co as a "generic" requirements docl:nent. The app:oacb is general in nature r:..ther than
~pec.illcally oneoted ::t an indi"idual item. Our testing is
much more rigorous than that of the Air F01ce, and
,cheuules for developmental and operational testing tend
to be tougher.
In general, J would say that rhe Air Force system can be
expedited to a greate oegre. th?'I the Arm~'s. There
seems to be mon. willingness to accept risk on the pan of
the Air Force us r and a willingness to initine programs
with general requirements and work out details as things
progress. The key thing is that when the Army consi':ers
adva!lced devt'lopmenr and e!lgineering development, ir
doem't receive funding uncil a requirements dr, mem is
developed such as a Letter of Agreement or a Required
Operational Capability. This is cLanging to some degree.
A reg•.arion is currently being written that will change
the staning documenr from being the requirements statemerr to a concept or opera:ion. It should be suessed that
when we now go through all the steps in developing a
piece 0 equipment it normally takes an average of about
10 years to field it, and that i simply co long.

A
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Q.

A university scientist in an Army-sponsored
program has re90w>dly oiscovered that a cerrain sea creature produces an enzyme that
"eats" enemy CB agents. Cm you amplify

this?

The u,iversity sCJenttst you are .deering to is
Dr. Frank Hoskins who is with the Illinois rfl• <titute of Technology. That particular work
was sponsorf'd by the Army Research Office and we pr.;vided coordination. One of our scientists also worked
with Dr. HC'sklOs h Massachuset,s this past summer.

A

,'Biotechno!ogy
definitely shews
p'tomise for many
applit,ations. "

Actually, this is not the fust f:nding "f an organism ('enzyme that can desuoy chemical ageLts. T}1ere are
several enzymes that "ill hydroli,,. nerve agents. The imponant aspect of this IS that it points to an area that we
are crying to build up-biotechnolugy. BiotechnologJ' is a
procedcre th:lt has undergone very rapid develo?lDf'nt in
the U.S. during me past several years. It was even referred to in President Reagan's Statf'-of-the-Um('n Addr"ss
in 1983. Biotechnology has the potential of being 2pplicd
to the arf':~ of decontarnin::ttion, detection, and ('
lV
self-decontaminating protecri"e garments.
I would like to proVide ~ brief example of how biotechnology works. There:u-e certain enzymes in squid dlat can
break d"wn nerve agents. Similar cnzyme~ are also preseDt in mammals. In some organisms these e!lzymes are
f...u1y active and desuo; a lot of the agent but they are
unstab:e and cannot he removed from the organism and
stcred in an operational envirotLrnenr. In another
instance, an enzyme mil' t be very stable but not very
effective. What v:e hop l do with bloteclrnology is take
:l good stable enzyme that works well produce alot of it,
stab;"zc it, and then use it for decoctamination.
'ille work this past summer was done in connection
with the in-house laboratory illde(jet.dent res" -cb program, whirt-. provides modest amounts of discretionary
funding or high risk, hi~h payoff Ideas. This effon
showed thar a microorgarusm called Tetral1ymena produces a useful enzyme.
Using generic engineering techniques, it may be possible to take an enzyme from a crearure like the squid and
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put it in a microorganism that could be produced in great
quantities and thLoS create a lot of useable enzymes. If we
can achieve that we may have a good enzyme in quantities needed to decontaminate armored vehicles and
other Army equipment.
The growing imponance of biotechnology is evidenced
by the fact that it is a major Army thrust, sponsored
under the leadership of Under Secretary of the Army
James Ambrose. He reviewed our program and asked that
it be accelerated and enhanced. We are in the process of
elevating our current Biotechnology Section (0 branch
starus and we plan to hire five genetic engineers to expand our program.
Biotechnology definitely shows promise for many applications. For example, there is a company that is
plann.ing to market a non-corrosive enzymatic drain
deaner. A similar type of product would be of great value
to the Army because the decontaminant solutions we now
use are corrosive: they not only destroy the undesirable
agent, but they also degrade paint, rubber parts, and
other pans of equipment. If we could tailor enzymes to
only destroy chemical agenrs we would have a very useful
product.
I would lilce to cite one other important application in
this area. Using a techinque called -nonocIonal amibodies, we have produced a simple "dipstick" that
changes color when exposed to chemical agents. The one
we have produced thus far is for a specific nerve agent.
However, we hope to do similar work With regard to
various toxins, mustard agents and other 'ubstances. We
have also begun an academic research program, working
with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency, on
receptor site technology. This effort relates to detection of
toxins which, as a group, have some common effects on
the body's physiological systems.

Q.
A

How

costly

IS

the

enzyme

process?

The largest monetary investment is being
made by industry. One chemical products cor·
• poration, for example, is putting about $200
milljon into biotechnology. This pattern seems to be occurring among various other industries. We will make use
of some of their technology base. We simfty can't afford
to, and don't need to, match commercia investments.
Robotic technology has been Wscussed as a
potential asset in decontaminating vehicles.
• Can you expand on this and rrovide some in·
formation on other potentia applications of
robotics relative ro CB defense?

Q

If we were to confront the need for decontamination in a chemical war today, it would be
• very labor intensive. In fact, it would require
the shjftin~ of personnel from other areas to perform it.
Decontammation today is basically a washing or cleanmg
process done with solutions and scrub brushes. Robotics
would provide the Army wjth the capability of pulling an
individual in a protected environment wichill a vehicle
and directing a hot air stream or hot or cold liquids at a
contaminated surface. This would speed the decontam·
ination process. We have been examining this in our exploratory development program and we recently received
approval for a project Ime for advanced development.

A
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CROC THRUSTS
Provide Armed Forces
With Responsive
CBD/CW Systems
•

Exploit the woridwide
technology base to
achieve slgniticant
materiel advances.

• Adopt a materiel acquisition strategy
which features eariy planning and
analysis and field integrated famlll·
lies of materiel Which are readily
adaptable to improvement as technology Improves.
• Implement a coherent long range plan to achieve
and maintain materiel superiority.

I

• Maximize wortdorce and organizational effectiveness. I
• Be and be percelve~ as the center 01 excellence In
CBD/CW science, technology and materiel.

I

I can imagine a deconcamjnation process similar to a
self·contained car wash where a vehjcle would pass
through it and be washed by a recirculating solution.
Robotics might also have application in the area of recon·
naissance, where we might be able to identify a chemical·
ly contaminared area in terms of the extent of contamination and when the area might be safe.
In the near rerm, we are looking at the fielding of
manned reconnaissance vehicles. Our long-term sights
are set on fielding unmanned verucles, both ground
vehicles and remotely piloted aircraft.

Q.

Some people contend that the Soviets have a
distinct advantage over the U.S. relative to the
state-of-the-art of their CB decontammation
equipment. Could you comment on tills?

Let me preface my response to this question by
pointing out that the Soviets had 500 ,000
• casualties due to chemjcal warfare in World
War I and they are never going to forget thar. I think it is
obvious that the Soviets have made a large commitment
to chemical warfare capabilities. The fielded Warsaw Pact
materiel for chemical defense does not appear to be sig.
nificantly advanced over ours or our allies. However, what
is apparenr is an immense investment in a large number
of deconramination vehicles and other equipment.
Estimates of trOOps commirted '0 the Sovier Union's
chemical program range from 80,000 to 120,000. The
Soviers have a significanr chemical R&D effort and a large
pan of that seems to be devoted to offensive capabilities.

A

Q.

What do you believe is the most important
short-term challenge and the most important
long-term challenge facing the Chemical R&D
Center?

The biggest shon-term challenge we face is
fielding equipment as quickly as possible. We
• need a bener derection capability in the field
and we need to be able to retaliate and fight in a chemical
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warfare environment if needed. I should suess that it is
national policy that we will not employ biological
weapons. We therefore have no offensive biological program, but we must address defense against biological
agems, including toxins, as well as chemicals.
During the 1970's the chemical R&D program went
through some fallow years. The technology base was low.
Events in Mghanistan and Southeast Asia resulted in a
new awareness of the chemical threat and the Army increased its investment in the technology base. Our key
objective is to take this investment and transfer it into
fielded equipment.
Relative to the long-term challenge facing the
Chemical R&D Center, I want to emphasize the need to
continue chemical defense preparedness. Everyone would
like to see an end to the production, stOckpiling, and use
of chemical weapons. We want to achieve a verifiable
treaty. However, the potential for the diversiry of
weapons that could confront us is going to increase. The
poim I am trying to make is that we must be able to cope
not only with the current threat but also with any future
threat. In essence, we must develop new equipment and
techniques based on an unknown threat that we may face
in the future. These systems must be adaptable and flexable and still be logiSTIcally efficient for the soldier. A real
technical challenge in all of this is to insure that we don't
overburden the soldier with the equipment.
It is especially imponant for the Chemical R&D Center
to insure that our effons are credible and qualiry conscious so that those in higher level management know
that they have invested wisely.

Q
•

Is public acceptance a problem relative to the
wotk performed by the Chemical R&D
Center?

There is a general horror about the prospect of
chemical and biological warfare on the part of
•
the public and to some extent by those in the
military itself. Unfortunately, because of thIS hotror there
is a tendency by some people to ignore the need to be
prepared for a chemical or biological war.
In general, the Congress has been very supportive of
defense measures related to chemical warfare. Until we
get a good verifiable treary, however, I believe we are going to have to continue to work on both defensive and
retaliatOry capabilities. Defense alone is unfortunately
not a deterrent.
It is very imponant that people realize that a chemical
is not just one additional weapon system for our arsenal.
It is a new level of warfare that changes the way we fight.

A

Development of equipment for detectin~ and
identifying enemy CB agents is a key mISsion
• of the Chemical R&D Center. How would you
compare detection equipmenr of 10 years
ago with that which exists today?

Q

Equipment that we were deploying 10 years
ago was based on wet chemistry technology. It
•
was slow, labor intensive and awkward to use.
Equipment we are now fielding is still based somewhat
on wet chemistry but it is faster and easier to use than
earlier equipment. For example, the primary alarm
device we previously had in the field-the M8 Chemical
Agent Detector-was purely a wet chemical system. This

A
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system had detector solutions which had to be replaced
every 12 hours. Its response time was also 1 or 2 minutes.
The equipment we are now fielding, the M8A1 detector
kit, has a response time of 3 to 5 seconds.
There are several other interesting technologies and
devices we are looking at. For instance, we are giving
some attention to a United Kingdom device, based on
technology developed here, known as the Chemical
Agent Monitor, or CAM. This is a hand-held system
which weighs about five pounds and provides the capability to scan surfaces and tell if a nerve or mustard agent
is present.
We are also developing the XM22 Automatic Chemical
Agent Detecting Alarm. This is a little bit heavier than
the Chemical Agent Monitor but it incorporates a heater
which actually heats surfaces and vaporizes liquid agents
so they can be detected. This system can identify a
broader range of agents.
Another imponant system under development is the
XM21 remote sensor which will be fielded before the end
of this decade. This device gives the field commander the
first standoff capability for detection. It will allow him to
look out at a cloud and detect chemical agents at a distance of 3 to 5 kilometers. We are also developing an
automatic liquid agent detector, the XM85, which will
detect droplets of agents from missiles or aircraft.
Overall, I think the real differences in detection equipment from 10 years ago will be more evident when many
of rhe items I just discussed are fielded during the next 3
to 5 years. I should point out that many of the things
which are now in our technology base and consume a
large percentage of our investment are also vety exciting.
These include items such as miniature detectors that
could be placed in ground vehicles, aircraft cockpits, and
on the individual soldier.

Q.

How does the future of Army Chemical R&D
look to you?

It looks very challenging. The problems we
face are technically complex. As I stated earli•
er, we must work on both a known threat and
an unknown future threat. Even if we do get a verifiable
ban on chemical testing, we must still continue our
chemical defense preparedness efforts.
In addition to the technical challenge, we must produce materiel which is a limited burden to our troops and
is useable in all environments. I also hope we can continue the momentum we began a few years ago relative to
our personnel and equipment. For example, we have
doubled the number of people on our staff who have
PhDs and we have improved the state-of-the-art of much
of our laboratoty equipment. The number of visiting scientists working with us has also substantially increased. In
fact, this past summer we had 37 people from academia
and other institutions across the country working in our
labs.
I believe we have made good progress in improving our
modeling capability which helps us predict what chemical
war will be like. We must also make greater use of systems analysis to predict the best technical approaches to
problems and we need to improve the Chemical R&D
Center's work environment to retain the excellent people
we have on board.

A
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DARCOM Hosts Briefings for New Army Brigadier Generals
What story does DARCOM tell to the
Army's new brigadier geoerals? Sixtyeight of them recently learned, not surprisingly, that command emphasis today
is heavy on cost discipline, program
stabiliry, and resource management.
Briefings and discussions by the command's top management were conducted ar HQ DARCOM as pan of the
Army Chief of Staff's annual conference
for newly designated and appointed active duty Army brigadier generals. Attendees received briefings from representatives ·of major Army commands,
organizations, and agencies to acquaint
them with curtent Army plans, policies,
objectives, and practices applicable to installation and financial managemenr.
The day-long session included presentations on the command's mission,
organization, functions, and programs,
plus unresolved issues that the attendees
can influence as brigadier generals.
GEN Donald R. Keith, DAR-COM
commander, made the fltSt presentacion,
prefacing his remarks with an outline of
the thrusts and challenges that DARCOM faces. He underscored lessons
learned during the 1970's as they relate
to the command's role in the 1980's in
such areas as force modernization, acquisition, and logistics.
Keith cited the challenge of force
modernization as "the big one" that
confronts both the Army and its contractors, and stated that, along with the
Army's efforts to modernize, the need to
sustain day-to-day readiness is JUSt as
vital.
Keith discussed DARCOM acquisition
improvement initiatives designed to
smooth the way for modernization and
develop better cost discipline. He noted
ongoing efforts to shonen the acquisicion process and to formulate, early-on, a
complete suategy for each system that is
translatable into an understandable canuact that enables industry to bid and
produce with confidence.
Relative to cost conuol, he noted that
DARCOM's Program Management Conuol System (PMCS) "institutionalizes all
of our acquisition initiatives." He said
that once fully implemented, the PMCS
will record every management aCtion
taken on a system, as well as the cost consequences of each action, thereby precluding much of the "outside rinkering" that has tended to destabilize some
Army systems in the past.
Although the Army has had to play
catch-up in producibility engineering
and planning and the smooth transitionMarch·Aprii 1984

ing of systems from development to production, said Keith, "we have taken a
major effort to assure producibility of
our items in R&D." He srated that production engineers and the command's
contractors are being brought into the
acquisition process early. Under the
PMCS, he added, "we will fence the
producibility engineering and planning
and MANTECH dollars needed to do the
job right."
The General reaffirmed the command's commitment to product qualiry,
and discussed implementation of recommendations of the Kerwin Board review
of DARCOM's product assurance program.
Citing professional development as a
key element in DARCOM's efforts to
enhance the acquisition process, he
discussed details of the new Materiel
Acquisition Management (MAM) Programs for development of military and
civilian acquisition managers.
Keith said that the initial version of
DARCOM's Strategic Long-Range Plan
is scheduled for publication this spring.
It will address all major command functions, idencify future economic, socialdemographic, technological, and political trends and their potential impact,
and present a strategy for defining and
meeting long-range goals and objectives.
The plan is designed to bridge the planning aod programming gap and to influence the FY 1987-91 POM.
Keith also discussed the two-pan
DARCOM Long-Range RDA Plan,
citing the science and technology pomon
as a key source of guidance for the
Army's technology base during program
formulation. The Development and Acquisition Plan is a primary roadmap for
RDA programs, including funding and
key milestones.
The commander closed with a discussion of logistics initiacives, including increased emphasis on ILS, and new programs for Total Sysrem Fielding and
Logistics R&D, plus support of rhe High
Technology Lighr Division (HTLD).
MG John B. Oblinger, Jr., DARCOM
director for Development, Engineering
and Acquisition (DEA) followed General
Keith with a presentation on DARCOM
support for the High Technology Light
Division and the new 10K Light Division. He said thar the Army established
the Quick Reaccion Program (QRP) process to rapidly develop and Staff abbreviated requirements documents 10
order to preclude front-end delays in
materiel acquisition.

He next presented a summary of the
QRP process including initiacion of a
document by rhe Army Development
and Employment Agency, Fort Lewis,
WA, validated by the Combined Arms
Combat Development Agency, cost,
schedule, and technical assessment by
DARCOM, and review by TRADOC and
approval or disapproval bv DA.
The audience was shown examples of
approved and funded QRP's for the
HTLD, including the mobile heavy mortar, indirect sighcing system, and
AWACS interface. Additional QRP's
which were discussed included an initial
requirement for 485 Fast Attack Vehicles
(FAVS), the new HMMWV Infantry
Squad Carrier; Towed Chaparral; and
the Airborne Radar Jammer System.
"DAR-COM is totally committed to
supporting TRADOC in fielding the
new Light Division in FY 1986 and
upgrading the division equipment from
FY 1986 to FY 1989," said Oblinger.
"In conducting our initial reviews of
TRADOC proposals," he added, "our
goal has been to respond with a consensus of what is doable, with a prompt and
accurate recommendation of what
resoutces are required."
The DEA director concluded by stressing the DARCOM-TRADOC team effort, including TRADOC's role in
developing TOE requirements; DARCOM's development of acquisition
strategies; and combined efforts to expedite DA TOE approval, reprogramming and redistribution, and documentation. "We make the best use of our
resources," he said, "exploit matrix
management to rhe fullest, and focus on
the users' needs."
MG Robert J. Sunell, PM Tank Systems, spoke on "Program Management," and recounted the background
of rhe M1 Abrams Tank System as a
prime example of how the Army successfully manages a system from approval of
mission need through fielding.
He traced the entire specuum of management responsibilities of three PM'sincluding their challenges, milestones,
stumbling blocks, and successes.
Sunnell also discussed the numerous
and complex steps necessary to complete
fielding of a system such as the Abrams.
"In order to field a system," he said,
"the program manager must interface
with most of the Army communiry."
MG Henry H. Harper, commander,
U.S. Army Depot Systems Command,
addressed "DESCOM's Support To The
Toral Army." His remarks included an
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overview of DESCOM's mtSSIOns, plus
programs supporring the Army in the
field and the materiel developer, and
details of the command's modernization
program.
DESCOM, Harper stated, plays a major role in force modernization through
coordination of Total Package Unit
Materiel Fielding with the program
manager, consolidation of the suPPOrt
package, staging for shipment, and
release of support items with the end
item.
Harper underscored DESCOM's support role in citing the command's effores
in Operation Urgent Fury in Grenada.
According to Harper, DESCOM furnished, within a 24-hour period, more
than 312 tons of subsistence, munitions,
major end items, and repair parts ro U.S.
forees.
The final briefing was "Resource Man·
agement Challenges" by Marie Acton,
DARCOM assistant deputy for Resources

and Management. She began by describing today's management environment,
including challenges of new technology,
managemenr initiatives, mandated programs, and changes in the scope and
complexity of the Army mission.
Acton focused her remarks on initiatives for improving the system acquisition process, including reducing operation and support (O&S) costs, and
maximizing productivity through available manpower.
What can commanders and managers
do to help offset O&S COSt growth? Acton responded by offering the following:
• Insist upon discipline in the acquisition process during establishment of
requirements, design, logistics, support concepts, and operating and
uaining plans.
• Identify assumptions and factors
that are COSt drivers, subject them to
scrutiny, and challenge them if they
fail the common sense test.

• Consider 0&5 cost implications in
every management decision.
• Look for opportunities to drive
down O&S costs.
Acton called on the attendees to make
the most of the work force available at
their respective dury stations, and suess
RESHAPE-proven initiatives, such as
judicious use of overtime and overrure,
productivity improvement, capital investment, and organizational sueamlining.
The session concluded with a question
and answer period conducted by GEN
Keith, MG Jere Sharp, DARCOM depu.
ty commander for Resources and Man·
agement, MG David W. Stallings, DARCOM dir«tor for Procurement and
Production, and MG Oblinger.
The preceding article was authored by
Kenneth S. Spalding, writer-editor, Task
Group, DARCOM Office ofthe Deputy
Command General for Maten'el Readiness.

WSMR Develops Special System for Mortar Burst Scoring
Insuumentation scientists and technicians at White Sands
Missile Range, NM, have developed a highly-specialized
system for "scoring" (measuring the height of) mortar
bursts at another test range 1,400 miles away.
The Mortar Bum Height Scoring System, which costs
about $410,000, was conceived and developed by the
WSMR Insuumental Directorate for use atJefferson Proving
Ground, IN. Jefferson is one of the Army's majot munition
test sites.
MortarS are designed to explode at specified heights
above the ground, depending on their intended use.
Height-of-bum tests are conducted to see if the fuses on
these mortars meet government requirements. The new
scoring system is designed to measure accurately the height
of a mortar burst. The system is composed of a data collection van and a data reader station.
Mortar height burst testing is conducted in an open rectangular field. The new system features eight permanentlyfixed video cameras which overlook the 600 by l,OOO-foot
field. Reference target poles are positioned along the edge
of the field at regular intervals.
After the information is recorded on videotape, it is taken
to the reader station, With eight recordings, chances are
that the event will occur within the field of view of at least
twO of the cameras. The taped information is fed into the
reader, where the height of the burst is determined.
The idea for this new approach was conceived three years
ago when the Army's Cold Regions Test Center, Fort
Greeley, AK, needed an effective height scoring system for
testing of mortar bursts. Determining burst height the old
way involved employing an observer with limited equipment, who estimated the height of a burst as it occurred.
In order to improve upon the former method, White
Sands developed a small-scale, two camera, real·time video
system which achieved satisfactory results. The success of the
prototype prompted Jefferson Proving Ground officials to
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ask the missile range to build another, much larger system.
WSMR's Instrumentation Dir«torate presented a formal
proposal for the system and the Army's Test and Evaluation
Command, Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD., and Jefferson
Proving Ground gave approval to begin the project.
Two divisions developed the scoring system. Responsibility for the data van was assigned to the Data Syscems Division, while the reader development was left to the Optics
Division.
The van contains four equipment racks arranged in a
semicircle. These house eight video recording unjts, eight
TV monitors, switching gear, an analysis and uoubleshooting station, a conuol unit for all cameras and a titling
system for monar rounds fired. A work bench and storage
companments are also included. Although space is limited,
the operation and collecting of the data during a mortar fir·
ing is essentially a one-man operation, according to WSMR
eJ«uonics engineer Henry Newton. All hook-ups for the
TV cameras are on the outside of the van.
The second porrion of the scoring system is the video data
reader. Amory Hale, Insuumentation DirectoIace senior
physicist, was in charge of this ponion of the project.
Because of its size, the reader is separaced from the van. It
uses the data recorded on videocassenes. Selected porrions
of videotape from the cameras which captured the image of
the burst are transferred to a videodisc unit. Up to 30
seconds of information can be recorded on this disc, which
provides a high-quality picture in addition to a. numbec of
special effects, such as the burst, which appears as a flash on
the screen.
A special computer program is applied to the test information and the result is a precise measwement of the burst,
displayed on the TV screen. Officials say the machine can
then compute burst heights and plot them to show where
and how they landed.
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Unit Cost Reporting
By Ronald G. Linthicum

The increase in cOSts associated with the development
and acquisition of military weapons and equipment is a
continuing concern of the Department of Defense and
the Congress. The inflationary spiral in all corners of the
U.S. economy from the mid 1970's through fiscal year
1981 further added to these concerns as the projected
tOtal costs of a number of major weapon systems continued to grow.
The search for improved methods in estimating the
total cost of new systems, and the curtailment of cost
growth during the development and acquisition cycle of
each new weapon system, remain the central management issues to be addressed. Consequendy, all levels of
management perceive that more information on the overall status of each program must be available if proper
decisions are to be applied at each phase in the acquisition cycle. This perception has led to a number of reports
developed by the program manager (PM) and provided,
through the chain of command, to managers at various
levels in the hierarchy of decision makers.
This article will address only two such reports-the
Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) and the more recently
instituted Unit Cost Report (VCR). These reports are
prepared by the PMs of programs designated by the Congress as major acquisition systems. The major focus of this
article will be on Congressional actions that established
these reports and how these reports have affected the
Army.

Selected Acquisition Report
The Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) was in use by
OSD and the Services as an internal management report
prior to 1976 when Congress directed that it be submitted to Congress. Section 811 of the 1976 Defense
Authorization Act made the SAR the Services' primary
reporting document, in conjunction with the Congressional Data Sheers, for transmitting the status of major
defense acquisition programs to the Congress and the
public.
The SAR is a standard, comprehensive status report on
selected major defense acquisition programs managed
within the DOD. Included is the quarterly status of each
system's operational and technical characteristics (performance), the schedule of actions completed or to be
accomplished in the program, and the system COSt estimates keyed to the Five Year Defense Plan (FYDP) in the
President's budget.
SARS are considered historical in nature in that the
cost schedule and performance values reported in the initial SAR for a system are baselined on the President's
budget for that fiscal year and all subsequent program
March·April1984

changes are predicated on documented changes to the
"approved program."

Unit Cost ReportingThe Nunn Amendment
Congressional concern with cost growth in major
defense acquisition systems generated Congressional action that lead to the Nunn Amendment. It provided the
Services with an inuoduction to unit cost reporting.
Using the SAR as the base reporting document, the
Nunn Amendment required the program manager to
prepare a Unit Cost Report derived from information
reported in the SAR and to submir the report to the
Secretary of the Army. The additional report became
known as a Unit Cost Report because its {lrimary purpose
was to measure changes in Program AcqUIsition Unit Cost
and Procurement Unit Cost on a quarterly basis.
The Unit Cost Report was provided by the {lrogram
manager to the Secretary of the Army to achieve the
stated purpose of the Nunn Amendment, which was to
direct increased management artention to cost growth in
major programs.
The Nunn Amendment became effective on 31 December 1981 and applied only to the major defense
acquisition systems reported in the 31 March 1981 SARs.
The 14 Army major acquisition programs in the 31 March
1981 SARs were:
Advanced Attack Helicopter (APACHE), Abrams
Tank, M-1, Bradley Fighting Vehicle System, Black
Hawk Helicopter, CH-47 Helicopter Modernization,
Copperhead Cannon-Launched Guided Projeccile, Hellfife Missile System, Multiple-Launch Rocket System,
M198 Self-Propelled Howitzer, PATRIOT Ait Defense
Missile System, Pershing II Missile System, Roland Missile
System, Sergeant York (DIVAD) Gun System, and the
Stand-Off Target Acquisition System (SOTAS).
A significant provision of the Nunn Amendment was
the requirement for the Army and the other Services to
"look back" in time to the program information
reported in the 31 March 1981 SARs and develop ftom
that information a baseline value for Program Acquisition Unit COSt and Current Procurement Unit Cost for
fiscal year 1981.
The value for Program Acquisition Unit Cost was
developed from the total RDTE (Development), procurement and military consuuction cost estimates for the
acquisition program divided by the number of fullyconfigured end items to be procured for the acquisition
program.
The value for Current Procurement Unit COSt was developed from the total of all procurement funds approArmy Research, Development &Acquisilion Magazine
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priated for the program for fiscalJear 1981 divided by the
number of fully-configured en items to be procured
during fiscal year 1981.
Once developed, these baseline values for unit costs
became the measuring point for comparison with the
fiscal year 1982 unit cost values reported in the "as of"
31 December 1981 annual comprehensive SAR and all
subsequent quarterly SARs through 30 September 1982.
The comparison of baseline and current estimate values
for unit costs, including the percentage variance in those
values since the baseline SAR of 31 March 1981 were to
be reported in the program manager's quarterly Unit
COSt Report to the Secretary of the Army "within seven
days after the end of each quarter of fiscal year 1982."
Additional information required to be reported by the
program manager in his Unit COSt Report included the
known, expected or anticipated changes in schedule milestones or system performance since the baseline SAR of
31 March 1981.
Once received from the program manager, the Secretary of the Army was charged under the Nunn Amendment to review the Unit Cost Report and make a determination in regard to tbe reported unit cost values. If the
Secretary determined that one or more of the unit cost
values had increased by more than 15 percent, or by more
than 25 percent, the Secretary could have determined
that a "breach" of unit cost had occurred. The date such
a determination was made by the Secretary would Start
the calendar for a Secretary of the Army written report
due at Congress within 30 days of the determination
date.
If the Secretary of the Army determined that one or
more of the unir cost values had exceeded by 25 percent
or more the unir cosr values reported in the 31 March
1981 SAR, the Nunn Amendment provided 60 days from
the date of the Secretary's derermination as the due date
for submission to Congress by the Secretary of Defense a
wrirten certificarion in support of the acquisition
program.
The Secretary of Defense 60-day certification, like the
Secretary of the Army 3D-day report, was provided in the
Nunn Amendment as an alternative to the withdrawal of
Serv~c~ authority to obligare additional funds for the acqwslUon program.
If the reports were not received at Congress within the
specified due dates, no further obligation of funds in
support of rhe "breaching" program was authorized
under the law.
The Nunn Amendment achieved its p~ose of involving the responsible agencies and indiVIduals of the
Army's cost management structure in the monitoring of
unit costs in major acquisition programs. The SARs and
Unit Cost Reports were prepared by the program manager and reviewed at each major subordinate command
and DARCOM. Unit Cost Reports were then provided to
the Secretary of the Army in accordance with the law.
Development and processing of the 31 December 1981
Unit Cost Reports were hampered by circumstances not
foreseen by the authors of the NUlln Amendment.
The Nunn Amendment tied unit cost reporting to the
program information reported in the SAR. However, the
amendment required the program manager to submit the
first quarter Unit Cost Report to the Secretary of the
Army no later than 7 January 1982. This ,Placed the program manager in the position of submirtmg a Unit Cost
Report to the Secretary of the Army approximately 30
26
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days prior to submirting his SAR for the same reporting
period. Thus, the flISt Unit Cost Rel?0rts had to be revised and re-submitted after the PresIdent's budger was
sent ro Congress.
Two programs (U.S. Roland and SOTAS) had been
terminated by the effective date of the Nunn Amendment. The 31 March 1981 SAR for the M-198 Howitzer
was the last SAR submitted on that program. There was
no provision in the Nunn Amendment to omit Unit Cost
Reports for programs that have been terminated or relieved from reporting in SARs.
In strict compliance with the law, Unit Cost Reports for
the three programs were prepared and forwarded to the
Secretary of the Army. The comparison of unit COSts for
these programs was unrealistic in view of the status of the
programs.
The Nunn Amendment required alI reporting programs to develop fIScal year 1981 and 1982 Procurement
Unit Cost values based on the procurement funds authorized for expenditure by the programs during each of the
rwo fiscal years. There was no offserting provisions for advance procurement (procurement dollars spent for end
items to be deliverea in a subsequent year) or for the
amount of procurement dollars actually spell[ for equipment items other than the fully-configured end items
reported as the unit of measure in the SAR.
The requirement to uack unit cOSts on fully-configured
end items did not take into consideration that some programs were procuring both firing units and missiles. In
such cases, firing units were used as the unit of measure
in determining Program Acquisition Unit Cost and Current Procurement Unit Cost was developed using missiles
as the unir of measure.
Programs reporting Current Procurement Unit Cost
based on missiles may have actually spent 1981 procurement dollars for support equipment and/or [mng unit
components. This presented an unrealistic picture of the
unit cost for missiles. This also applied to programs that
had experienced a reduction in fiscal year 1982 missile
procurement quantities to "free up" funds for the procurement of frring unit components. The reduction in
missile quantities caused an lOcrease in missile procurement unit cOSt for frscal year 1982.
Even as the Services were wrestling with the interpretation of the Nunn Amendment and attempting to prepare
the frrst Unit Cost Reports, House-Senate Conference action was underway to develop a joint amendment to supplant the temporary provisIOns of the expiring Nunn
Amendment.

Selected Acquisition ReportsThe Nunn·McCurdy Amendment
Effective 1January 1983, the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment repealed Section 811 of the Defense Authorization
Act of 1976 by revising SAR procedures and placing new
SAR reporting requirements on the Services. It also tied
unit cost reporting to the SAR's, requiring that both
reports track to the President's budget. Other aspecrs of
reporting program status in SARs were also included in
the Nunn-McCurdy Amendment. They are:
• A comprehensive annual SAR for the fust quarter of
each fIscal year is due at Congress by the 30th day
after the President's budget for the following fiscal
year (budget year) has been provided to Congress.
The comprehensive annual SAR includes performMarch-April 1984

ance, cost and schedule information, and any additional information the Secretary of Defense may
wish to provide.
• The SARs for the second through fourth quarters of
a fIscal year are required only if there has been a
change in program cOSt, schedule or performance
since the most recent SAR. Quarterly SARs are due
at Congress within 30 days after the end of the
reponing quarter. It is possible that a program experiencing no changes since the fust quarter annual
comprehensive SAR may submit no quanerly SARs
for the remainder of the fiscal year.
• The measuring l?oint for unit cost and contract performance reporting is the baseline SAR; the SAR in
which information on a program is fust reponed or
the comprehensive annual SAR for the fiscal year
immediately prior to the current fiscal year, whichever is later. Once established, the baseline SAR
shifts forward on 31 December of each year to the as
of 31 December SAR fot the prior fiscal year. This
effectively ties the Unit Cost Repons to the SARs
and the approved program reflected in the President's budget.
• The 1982 Nunn Amendment did not require the
reponing of conuact information in Unit Cost
Repons. The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment inuoduced the defmition of major conuacts under a program and requires the six largest conuacts under the
program to be reponed.
A major conuact is defined as each active prime, associate prime, or government-furnished equipment conrract
that is one of the six largest contracts under the program
in dollar amount. The values for the six major conuacts
must be reported in the SAR, including cost and schedule
performance information applicable to the contracts.
The Secretary of the Army must submit annually, with
the Army Program Objective Memorandum (POM), a report to OSD Idencifving all Army acquisition programs
that meer a $200 million RDTE or a $1 billion procurement COSt thteshold criteria that are not currently submitting in SARs.
Once identified, such proerams must commence SAR
and Unit Cost Repon repomng unless waiver approval is
granted by the Senate and House Committees on Armed
Services. A program may also be designated a SAR program at the request of an individual Senator or Congressman, or when the program is selected for reponing
by the Secretary of Defense.

Unit Cost ReportingThe Nunn·McCurdy Amendment
The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment has changed the
unit cost reponing procedures required under the Nunn
Amendment. The most significant change is the requirement to provide performance information on the six major contraces under each of the reponing programs. This
expanded the scope of Unit COSt Reports and IIIlposed on
the Army another measuring point for determinmg management performance within programs.
The amendment also redefined the baseline SAR for
unit cost reponing purposes. The baseline SAR for all
Unit Cost Repons submitted on a program during fiscal
year 1983 was the as of 31 December 1981 SAR. The
baseline SAR for Unit Cost Repons submitted during
fiscal year 1984 will be the 31 December 1982 SAR, and
March-April 1984

so on for each succeeding fiscal year.
Jf a program commenced SAR reponing during the
second through fourth quarter of a fiscal year, and cannot
"look back" to a December SAR, the initial SAR for the
program will be the baseline SAR. The concept of a
baseline SAR is imponant because it is the point from
which all program cost and conrract performance values
are measured.
Under Nunn-McCurdy, the Unit Cost Repon must include:
• The current Pro~ram Acquisition Unit Cost.
• Jf the program IS a procurement program, the current fiscal year Procurement Unit Cost.
• The cumulative cost variances and schedule variances
in the six largest contraces under the program since
the baseline SAR.
• Any known, expected or anticil?ated changes in
operationalltechnical characteristics (performance)
or schedule milestones reponed in the baseline SAR.
The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment retained the defmition of Program Acquisition Unit Cost provided in the
old Nunn Amendment, but revised the definition of
Current Procurement Unit Cost. Curtent Procurement
Unit Cost is now reduced by the amount of current fiscal
year procurement funds appropriated for advanced procurement of end items to be delivered in subsequent
fISCal years.
Although the new defmition of Current Procurement
Unit Cost is more complicated, the offsening values for
advanced procurement have brought this measurement
of unit cost more in line with the actual expenditure of
procurement funds within a program.
The Nunn-McCurdy requirement to report COSt and
schedule variances in the SIX largest conrracts under the
program is keyed to the contract cost tracking provisions
of the Amendment. However, the purpose of reponing
cost and schedule variances in conuaces is not clear. CoSt
and schedule variances are contract 1?erformance indicators that are measured against similar values in the
baseline SAR.
An increase in conrract cost or schedule variances above
that reported in the baseline SAR, in most instances, will
not indicate a corresponding increase in the total cost of
the conuact.
The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment requires the program manager to submit a Unit Cost Exception Repon at
any time during the ftseal year that he has reasonable
cause to believe that:
• The Program Acquisition Unit Cost, or in the case of
a procurement program, the Current Procurement
Unit Cost, has increased by more than 15 percent
above the corresponding unit cost values reported in
the baseline SAR.
• COSt or schedule variances in a major conuact have
resulted in an increase in the cost of the contract of
at least 15 percent over the cost of the contract at the
time the contract was made.
The criteria for reponing breaches in conuact cost have
been a particular problem. Tracking the cost of major
contracts in existence for some years at the time NunnMcCurdy came into being proved to be virtually impossible.
It was decided at OSD that the cost of a major concract
in existence on the effective date of the Nunn-McCurdy
Amendment would be the cost of the conuact as of 31
December 1982. This eliminated the ptoblem of having
Army Research, Development & Acquisition MagaZine
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to search back over the years to determine the cost of existing contractS at their stan date.
For contracts that came into being after 31 December
1982, contract costs would be measured from those fust
reported in the Supplemental Contractor Cost Report
and the SAR. Because there were no guidelines in the
Nunn-McCurdy Amendment as to what contracr values
constitute the total cost of a major contract, OSD also
developed the concept of contract cost baselines. This
procedure requires the program manager to develop and
maintain on file a record of the contract cost baseline for
each major contract under the program. The composite
values that make up the contract cost baseline are composed of:
• The program manager's estimated price of the contract at its completion, as reported in the 31
December 1982 SAR, or the SAR in which the contract is reported for the fust time;
• The value of any known or anticipated future effort
under the contract;
• The value of any portion of the program manager's
management reserve funds that he may choose to
allocate to the contract.
Once established under this a.I.Iocation process, the
contract cost baseline for a major contract remains in effect for the life of the contract.
.If a major contract reported in the SAR is subsequently
displaced by a new contract of higher value, the program
manager must develop the contract cost baseline for the
new contract and commence reporting the contract in the
SAR and VCR. He must also retain on file the contract
COSt baseline for the major contract being displaced in the
SAR. This is required in the event that the d1Splaced contract may later requalify as a major contract.
The procedure for reporting increases in unit cost that
exceed the 15 percent or 25 percent cost breach threshold
remain essentially the same under the Nunn-McCurdy
Amendment as they were under the Nunn Amendment.
The only significant difference is the requirement for the
program manager to submit a Unit Cost Report each time
unit cost or the cost of a major contract exceeds by five
percent the cOSt breach initia.l.ly reported in a previous
Unit Cost Exception Report submitted to the Secretary of
the Army. There is no limit on the number of five percent incremental Unit Cost Exception Reports that may
be submitted to the Secretary of the Army by a program
manager.

Unit Cost Reporting-Future Outlook

Already saddled with the SAR, Supplemental Contractor
COst Report, Program Management Control System, and
others, the program manager has had to absorb unit cost
reporting without any increase in the number of personnel to prepare and track reports. To a lesser degree, intermediate headquaners have been similarly affected.
The Unit Cost Report is not lengthy or overly complicated. Once prepared, however, it is subject to review
at each level in the chain of command. At the Staff level
the burden is verification and staffing of the report within the limited time available to accomplish a satisfactory
audit of the report.
The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment requires the Unit
Cost Report to arrive at the Office of the Secretary of the
Army WIthin seven calendar days after the last day of each
fiscal quaner. The Unit Cost Report must agree with the
SAR and the SAR for the first quaner must reflect the approved program in the President's budget.
The problem during the first quaner is that the President's budget is not approved and submitted to Congress
until the last week in January or the fust week in
February.
Correspondingly, the 31 December SAR is not prepared until the President's budget goes to Congress. This
places the program manager in the position of having to
prepare cwo Unit Cosr Reports for the first quaner; the
first report to meet the statutory requirement to submit a
Unit Cost Report to the Service Secretary within seven
days after the end of the first qu aner, and a revised report
after the President's budget has gone to Congress and the
SAR reflecting the approved program has been prepared.
During the past cwo years, virtually a.I.I reports covering
major defense acquisition programs have expanded in
scope andlor the level of detail ro be reported. This
growth in reporting has not been offset by the needed
manl?ower and automarion of resources needed to meet
the Increased workload at the program management
level.
During critical periods in the program and budget cycle the program manager may have to assign his subordinate management personnel the task of preparing
reports in lieu of coordinating and developing managemem actions. Thus, reports c.reated to detect management oversights may, in fact, create management oversightS.
This paradox in the reporting scheme dictates that
higher level management must weigh the need for additional reports against other workload requirements if no
additional resources are available to the developer of the
reportS.

This article provides an overview of unit cost reporting,
including its stated purpose and scope. It was the intent
of Congress in implementing Nunn-McCurdy to cause
the highest levels of management within the Services and
OSD to focus more attention on cost growth in major
defense acquisition programs. This purpose has been
accomplished by:
• requiring the Service Secretaries to review a quarterly
report that reflects changes in unit cost and contract
performance within a program and;
• inhibiting management decisions that may place a
program in the position of having to report to Congress increases in unit COSt that breach the 15 to 25
percent cost thresholds.
On the other hand, unit cost reporting has placed an
additional report burden on affected program managers.
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Army Tests Unique Danish Machine Gun Mount
Representatives of the U.S. Army Training and Doctrine
Command joined members of the Army's R&D communiry
lasr year to wirness reliability resting of a unique Danisb
machine gun moum at Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD.
The Danish 7.62mm Machine Gun Mount is made by Dansk
Indu:;ui Syndikar A/S (DISA) of Slangerup. It is being
evaluated specifically for use on the Armored Forward Area
Reconnaisance Vehicle. but it has application for other Army
vehicles. Tbese include the Bradley Fighting Vehicle and the
Higb-Mobility. Multi-Purpose Wheeled Vehicle, according to
Robert Bloom of the International Materiel Evaluation Program (!MEP).
Tbe program is the Army element of the Department of
Defense Foreign Weapons Evaluation Program. Tbe U.S.
Army Test and Evaluation Command (fECOM) at Aberdeen
Proving Ground manages the lMEP. Bloom said that represenratives of other Army agencies were invited to witness me
gun mount testing to give them an idea of its capabilities aDd
possible applications for other systems.
Although it is being tested with the U.S. M60 machine gun,
the Danish moum is de igned for l.ighr machine guns of all
types. The moum restS in a pivot bearing, which can be in·
sralled on the roof of almost any vehicle, Bloom said.
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The mount consists of rwo lever arms. Together. they allow
the gunner to fire me machine gun in any direction and ar
elevations ftom minus 10 to plus 80 degrees. The gunner
stands in the "manhole" of the vehicle's roof. Using rhe
mount, he can rotate, raise, and lower rhe machine gun. As a
result, he can quickly cbange direction and elevation of fire
while standing, The mount eliminares rhe need for rhe gunner
to rwisr, StoOp or stand on his toes in order to acquire a rarger.
Once rhe pivor is installed, rhe mount can be placed inco the
pivot in seconds. Also, the weapon can be installed or removed
from me moum quickly. A buffer spring reduces fuing recoil.
Bloom said rhe Danish mount provides more flexibility rhan
orher mounts developed for use on vehicles.
APG tesring has focused on reliability, endurance, human
factors, tracking, and accuracy. The mount has been exposed to
cold and hot temperarure testing in APG environmental test
chambers.
Bloom said rhe purpose of the APG testing is to determine if
sustained fuing, vibration and rough handling adversely affect
rhe mount's performance. It was put on an MI13 Armored
Personnel Carrier and driven over TECOM test courses.
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From the Field
Belvoir R&D Center Tests
New Electrolyte Battery
A new low maimenance, lead-acid battery, under test at the
Army's Belvoir Research and Developmenc Cenrer, Fort
Belvoir, VA, may be a major step in the development of a practical power system for electric vehicles. This gelled elecuolyte
battery differs from standard wet cell batteries because its
sulfuric acid e1ectrolyre is suspended in a gel of fumed silica
and phosphoric acid. This feature eliminates the need co add
water and increases the life of the battery.
"In an e1eerric vehicle, water has ro be added to conventional batteries once every one or fWO weeks," according to Edward). Dowgiallo, Jr., of the Cenrer's Engineer Service SupPOrt Laboratory. "This accounts for 90 percent of the vehicle's
maintenance time. The wet cell batteries we had been working
with also had a limited life of about 180 recharge cycles. We
think the gelled electrolyte battery will endure 290 or more
cycles and still give us the same driving range for each cycle,"
said Dowgiallo.
In addition co low maintenance and longer life, the new battery requires less rime to recharge. "Ir takes 10 hours to
recharge a wer cell sysrem. On the other hand, gelled electrolyte batteries start ro reach their peak alread V after five
hours. That's within, what we call, the utility load leveling
window, the time late in the evening when the requiremeor
for electricity is lowest aod vehicles can be recharged without
overburdening the power distribution system," added
DowgialJo.
Evaluation of the new batteries is carried out under an agreemenr with the Deparuoent of Energy. So far, the Center has
completed a microstructural analysis of the batteries and is currently conducring life cycle tests of a complete power system.
Future plans include studying the possibility of using
regenerative braking co increase the range of the battery.
Results of these tests should be available next spring_

Environmental Facility Provides
Critical Tests
Because communication is critical in combat, the U.S. Army
strives ro ensure its radios and other communications equipment are sturdy and dependable.
This is achieved by exposing the equipmenr co a variety of
environmental conditions such as temperature and altitude extremes; solar radiation; tropical humidity; high winds;
powder-like dusr; structural shock and vibrarion; and several
species of fungus.
The Army does much of this testing ar the Electronic Proving
Ground (EPG) , Fort Huachuca, AZ. EPG's Environmencal
Test Facility (ETF) creates environmental conditions in the
laboratory co measure their effects on equipmenr. These
laboratory conditions simulate field conditions rhat the equipment can be expeaed to encountcr.
EPG is one ofrhe nine U.S. Army Test and Evaluation Command installations and activities in rhe United States and
Republic of Panama where rhe Army tests proposed weapons
and equipment. EPG concentrates on communication and
electro-optical equiprnenr testing.
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In addition co climatic tesr capabilities, rhe Environmerital
Test Facility conduces structural tests, including shock and
vibration testing, according co Abraham Mohammed, chief of
rhe Environmental Test Facility.
Vibration data from military standard tables are fcd into a
computer. The computcr controls rhc input functions to a
vibracor rhat simulatcs thc random vibration spectrum for a
particular vehicle, such as rhe high frequency vibrations of a jer
aircrafr or a truck traveling cross country. Rough transporting is
an inherent conscqucncc of rapid deployment, Mohammcd explaincd.
The cnvironmental facility also cxposes electronic cquipment to fungus growth.
Nine climatic chambers provide rhe ETF with great testing
flexibility, according co Henry Sylvia, an electronic rechnician
at thc cnvironmenral faciliry. The cham bets range in size up to
10 feet by 10 feet by 16 fcet. Some can cxposc the tesr item to a
combination of cnvironmental faaors at thc same time. One
chambcr can produce rapid temperaturc drops from 200
degrecs to minus 80 degrces in 13 minutes.
Another chambcr provides simulatcd conditions of stcady
rain or sunshinc. It can expose rhe equipmcnt to rainfall of up
ro nine inches per hour. The chamber produces solar radiation
wirh a combination of sunlamps and ultraviolet lamps at a ratc
of from 100 ro 140 watts per square foot.
One chambcr produccs a dry, fLOe sand and dusr-Iaden atmosphere stirred by air blowing at speeds from 100 to 2,000
fcet per minute.
ETF personnel use an explosion chamber ro verify thc
capability of test equipmcnt to operate in an explosivc atmosphere, such as might exist in an aircraft, without igniting
an cxplosion. ETF personnel introduce gasoline into the
chamber ro produce a 13-ro-one air-to-fuel ratio, the optimum
explosive mixture for rhe chamber, Sylvia said.
Two shock machines allow Environmcntal Test Facility
technicians to gauge rhe effects on electronic equipmcnt of being dropped from vaious heighes. The machincs, which rescmble and opcrate likc guillotines, have thc capacity to load up ro
600 pounds of rcst equipme or and can create impacts up to 500
g's. The equipmcnt is attached ro a cross bar, elcvatcd and
dropped. By varying the height of the drop, the technicians
can gauge the impact and its effcct on rhe test item.
Other tcSts duplicate the effcces of transportation by truck,
sevcre shocks and immersion in water.
A test course ribbed wirh four-by-eight timbers is used ro
conduct military truck transport tests on large pieccs of cquipmcnt, such as truck sheltccs. Two transportation simulatocs can
be used for similar testing in the laborarory. The ETF also conducts rail transport tests at a railroad yard in Tucson, 75 miles
north of Fort Huachuca.
Some testing is dcsigncd specifically for the truck shelters
which house electIonic and communication equipment in the
field. A fording tank dctermines a shelter's ability to resist
water penctration. A 5-ton boom hoist is used to perform
she! ter drop tests, usually from the height of 18 inches.
A wind and rain facility consises of a 60 horscpower fan and
spraying nozzles rhat can be conrrolled ro producc various rainfall quantities. The facility can simulate rain in cxccss of 20
inchcs pcr hour with winds from 10 to 60 milcs pcr hour.
The microbiology laboratory occupies a germ-frcc section of
the ETF. Microbiologist Emelda Colanro prcpares her own
fungus cultures and shc has grown fungus on test items ranging
from radios to truck shelters.
Equipmcnt is placcd in a warm, humid chamber and innnculated wirh fivc diffcrent fungus spore cultures. The
susceptibility of thc equipment is determined after 28 days.
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Some general effects from the micro-organisms are digestion of
the organic materials, etching of glass and metals by enzymes
and acids produced during fungus growth, and the physical
presence of micro-organisms that produce living bridges across
electrical components.
The environmental extremes produced at the Electronic
Proving Ground may nevet be imposed on the Army's communications and electronic equipment in combat. Should they
be needed in battle, however, the Environmental Test Facility
strives to insure that these systems will not fail due to weather
conditions or rough handling.

New Concept May Ease Ammunition
Handling Tasks
A concept that may substantially ease the battlefield labor
associated with ammunition bandling has been under evaluation at the U.S. Army Human Engineering Laboratory (HELl.
Aberdeen, Proving Ground, MD.
Identified as the unit configured load, the concepr is being
examined in a series of tesrs known as the HEL Forward Area
Supply and Transfer II (HELF AS!). Basically, a truck is packed
with ammunition according to the needs of a company-sized
fighting unit.
Standard ammunition supply poinrs in-theater normally require company trucks co wander through acres of ammunition,
sometimes accompanied by a fork lift. Scops are then made at
the stacks co get a load of ammunition. Each truck ca.rries one,
or at most, two rypes of ammunition of the six or so types being
issued.
Under the concept of a unit configured load, material
handlers pre-position pallets of ammunition for a company
sized unit inside the arnmunition supply point, ready for a
company truck to pick up and take back to the fighting unit at
the front, enabling the truck to have a faster turn-around time.
"This concepr makes the supply point a one-stop shopping
center," said]ohn D. Waugh, HELFAST team leader. This is a
fust attempt to conduct ammunition supply operations in a
unit configured load mode of operations, said Waugh.
"We're moving a labor·intensive task from the forward area
back to the combat suppon area," said LTC Donald A.
Nemetz, the research and development coordinator for the
Combat Service Support Directorate, which includes the
HELFAST team.
The unit configured load concept would save the time that it
would take for battal.ion trucks, each loaded with a single rype
of ammunition, to go to each company in that battalion, dropping off ammunition at each one. The concept would also save
time in the alternate delivery method, which is the reconfiguration of truck loads of mixed ammuni tion at battalion
level prior to delivery to the company.
Handling ammunition in unit configured loads is a component of an advanced concept for the future involving the use of
robots to repackage ammunition in-theater for issue forward to
the battlefield.
''This is one of the first steps in the Battlefield Robotic
Ammunition Supply System concept, in doing business faster
and more efficiently," Waugh said. He adds that the concept
of unit configured loads originated at HEL, and the U.S. Army
Missile and Munitions Center and School at Redstone Arsenal,
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Huntsville, AL, quickly endorsed the idea.
SFC Matthew D. Fcazier brought 12 graduates of the
Ammunition Handling Course at the Missile and Munitions
Center and School to HEL this past summer to participate in
the evaluation. They spent six weeks moving boxes ofammunition. manually and using forklifts; creating mixed pallers of
ammunition according to the needs of the fighting unit; and
loading trucks with them as though they were leaving an ammunition supply point to go forward. Each activity was controlled and timed to check the efficiency of the operation.
For the purpose of the evaluation, the soldiers made up a
unit configured load representative of one that would go to a
tank company. The load consisted ofsix pallers: three of Armor
Piercing Fin Stabilized Discarding Sabot; two of High Explosive Antitank ammunition; and one pallet of mixed ammunition, with 32 small arms boxes of four ammunition types on
one pallet.
The boxes were loaded with sand and steel shavings to approximate the weight of boxes of live ammunition.
"In order to get accurate data, we wanted dummy ammunition loads that would look like, handle like, and have the same
center of gravity as the real thing," said LTC Nemetz.
The boxes, resembling small arms ammunition, weighed approximately 70 pounds. By the time a team of two or three
soldiers had assembled three pallers of 32 boxes each for a
specific trial, they had manually lifted, transferred, and reconfigured 6,720 pounds. Most days, the HELFAST ream was able
to schedule six trials, for 40,320 pounds, a whopping 20 shott
tons manually handled by a two or three member team per
day. Despite the intense heat, high humidity and potentially
hazardous environment, no serious injuries occurred.
Three major mixed pallet assembly techniques were tested
during this HELFAST II test. One involved having a forklift
transfer pallets of small arms ammunition from stacks to a central point where the soldiers broke down the pallers and
reassembled them in the required mix for inclusion in the unit
configured loads.
A second technique required the soldiers to retrieve ammunition boxes from stacks normally separated by approximately 75 feet (for safety reasons) by walking that distance to
get the necessary ammunition and then walking back to the
point where a pallet was being assembled. This technique
assumes a scenario where no forklift is available.
The third involved a forklift, starting with an empty pallet,
moving from one ammunition stack to another, where soldiers
would load the required ammunition onto the pallet.
Teams of two and three soldiers were used, plus a forklift
operatOr in the trials where a forklift was used. Teams tried
each rechnique a total of nine times, with a third of the testing
conducted at night to see what impact assembling ammunition
in the dark had on the three techniques.
SFC Frazier reportS that the soldiers under his command
became more proficient over the six weeks of HELFAST test·
ing. The course for ammunition handling at RedstOne lasts JUSt
over five weeks, he said. In that time, soldiers must learn am·
munition sizes and markings and about handling and storage.
During one trial in HELFAST li testing, he said, three company trucks arrived and were all on their way with their unit
configured loads in a significantly reduced amount of time.
Advantages of the unit configured load concept, he said, are
the elimination of truck traffic in the ammunition supply point
and the time saved. The trucks tear up the ground in a supply
point, he noted, creating additional logistics problems.
Another advantage is that a unit configured load could be
changed to a differenr ammunition mix if the nature of the
battle changed.
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COL Brisker Terms Smoke Week VI
'Huge Success'

Capsules
ETDL Plans 38th Frequency Control
Symposium
The 38th Annual Frequency Control Symposium, cosponsored by the U.S. Army Electronics Technology and Devices
Laboratory and the Instirute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc., will be held from 30 May through 1June 1984 in
Philadelphia, PA.
This unclassified symposium, which has served as the lead·
ing international conference on all aspects of frequeocy control
and precision timekeeping, will feature technical papers dealing wim topics such as fundamental properties of piezoelectric
crystals, meory and design of piezoelectric resonators, fIlters,
and surrace acoustic wave devices. Symposium general chairman is Dr. J. R. Vig, U.S. Army Electronics R&D Command.

Dr. Sculley Presents
Army Laboratory
Awards
Ou tstanding scientific, technical and managerial achievements by Army laboratories were recognized recently during
presentations of me 1983 Department of me Atrny awards for
Best Laboratory, Most Improved Laboratory, and for Excellence.
Nominations for me Best Laboratory and me Most Improved
Laboratory were evaluated by a special awards comminee and
forwarded for flOal selection to Assistant Secretary of me Army
for Research, Development and Acquisition Dr. Jay R. Sculley.
The U.S. Army Electronics R&D Command's Electronics
Technology and Devices Laboratory (E1Dl), FoIt Monmouth,
N], was chosen as Best laboratory, based on technical accomplishments in areas such as surveillance and targeting acquisition, communications, air defense, and munitions. Other
achievements were in program responsiveness and managerial
initiatives.
Dr. Clarence G. Thornton, Jr., director of the Electronics
Technology and Devices Laboratory accepted the award from
Dr. Sculley during ceremonies at Fon Monmouth. ETDL,
which is me lead Army laboratory for me Department of
Defense Very High Speed Integrated Circuits Program, won
the same honor in 1980.
The U.S. Army Natick R&D Laboratories, Natick, MA,
earned top honors as Most Improved Laboratory. Selection of
Natick was based on outstanding work in microclimate conditioning of combat uniforms and significant progress in R&D
laser I ballistic eye protection, new camouflage cloming and
chemical ptotective overgarments.
During Natick ceremonies, at which Dr. Sculley presented
the award, it was noted mat Natick had revamped its overall
management objectives, reorganized its internal srrucrure, and
updated mission responsibilities, aU of which contributed to
dramatic advances by dedicated employees.
Army laboratories which received 1983 awards for Excellence
were the U.S. Artny Missile Command; Walter Reed Army
Institute of Research; me U.S. Artny Night Vision and ElectroOptics Laboratory; me U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station; and the U.S. Army Ballastic Research
Laboratory.
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COL Monon S. Brisker, project manager for Smoke I
Obscurants, has announced successful completion of Smoke
Week VI, held from 9-20January 1984 at Camp Grayling, MI.
The objective was to address me interaction among electrooptical systems, smoke/obscurants, and me natural cold and
snow environment. More man 51 trials of various standard,
developmental and foreign smokes were conducted.
Managed by the Countermeasures and Test Division of the
Office of the PM Smoke/Obscurants, Smoke Week VI was held
concurrently with me Scenario Normalized Opetations in
Winter fIeld experiment which is being conducted by me
Corps of Engineets Cold Regions Research and Engineering
Laborarory.
Smoke Week VI was a cooperative effort between me U.S.
Army Materiel Development and Readiness Command and
orner Department of the Artny and DOD organizations conce[Qed with conditions of the realistic battlefield. Cost
sharing I multi-otganization participation is considered a key
ingtedient in mese fIeld tests, which were initiated in 1977 and
have resulted in improvements in major systems such as TOW
2 and Copperhead.
U.S. Army, Navy, Air Force, contracrot, and foreign government agencies parricipated in mese exercises, which COL
Brisker termed a "huge success." His sentiments were echoed
by the 40 DOD officials and contractors who took parr in a
I·day tour of test facilities and observed actual smoke trials.
The Office of the PM Smoke/Obscuranrs will assess me large
volume of data from Smoke Week VI and issue a final report
early this summer.

.-

CERL Employees Receive Patents for
New Devices
Improved techniques for predicting potential dam breaks
and monitoring the qualiry of welds during construction activities may soon become available using devices developed by
researchers at the U.S. Army Construction Engineering
Research laboratOry (CERl) Champaign, ll.
Letters of patents were recently awarded to Ray McCormack
and Frank Kearney, employees in CERl's Engineering and
Materials Division. McCormack received his patent for a
distance measuring system intended for use in measuring
minute shifts in dams to provide advance warning of potential
dam breaks. The system consists of a modulated light source
which transmits a light mrough optical fIbers to a detection
device. The optical fIbers limit the likelihood of me light beam
from being diffracred by fog or temperature changes-a problem wim current light based measuring systems.
Kearney received a patent on his Opto-Electronic Speed Sensor System. The system moni tors the speed of me manual
welding process and is parr of CERl's real-time weld qualiry
control sysrem. CERl's weld qualiry control system is a
computer-based approach for identifying me strengm of a
weld as it's being placed during construction activities.
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Battelle Forecasts $94 Billion For 1984 U.S.
R&D Expenditures
Expenditures in calendar year 1984 for
research and development in the United
States are expected to reach $94.2 billion, according to the annual forecast of
Battelle Memorial Institute's Columbus
Division. This represents an increase of
$7.7 billion (8.9 percent) over the $86.5
billion that the National Science Foundation estimates was [0 be actually spent
for R&D in 1983.
While much of the increase will be absorbed by continued inflation (estimated
at 5.0 percent for R&D in 1984), Battelle
forecasts a real increase in R&D expenditu res of 3.7 percent. This is slightly
higher than the 10-year average rate of
3.3 percent in real R&D effort that has
been experienced since 1973.
Industrial funding for R&D, projected
to increase more significantly than government support, will account for 51.8
percent of the total R&D funding. Industrial su pport is forecast to be $48.8
billion, up 10.3 percent from 1983.
Battelle sees an increase of 7.8 percent
in Federal support for R&D, with funding expected [0 be $42.7 billion. This is
45.3 percent of the [Otal R&D expenditures for 1984.
Funding by academic institutions in
1984 is expected to be $1. 7 billion (I. 8
percent of the toral) , and other nonprofit
organizations will provide slightly less
than $1 billion (1.1 percent).
The report notes that during the past
decade indusuial support of R&D has increased at an average compounded rate
of 5.2 petcent per year, while Federal
support has increased at 2.9 percent on
average. The uend toward increased indusUiai support has especially been
developing in recent years, since until
1979 government supported more R&D
than did industry.
Industry will remain as the dominant
performer of R&D, according to the Battelle report. 10 1984, performance of
R&D by industry is expected to rise to
$70.8 billion, or 75.2 percent of all
research performed.
This compares with $10.3 billion (10.9
percent) for the Federal GQvernment,
$10.5 billion (11.1 percent) for academic
institutions, and $2.6 billion (2.8 percent) for other nonprofit organizations.
The Battelle forecast notes that
Federal funding supports research performance in all four sectors. Currently,
about one-founh goes to suppOrt R&D
conducted by the government itself;
slightly more than half goes to industry;
approximately one-ftfth goes [0 colleges
and universiues; and the test, about onetwenty-fifth, goes to other nonprofits.
Four government agencies dominate
Federal R&D and are expected to account for 90.9 percent of total Federal
R&D funding in 1984. compared to 89.8
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percent of funding in 1983. The makeup of this funding, however, will change
significantly in 1984. Comparisons between the 1984 and 1983 projections
include:

ODD
NASA

DOE
HHS

1984 Estirn.",d

1983 Estimated

Percem of
Fedet21 Funds

Percent of
Fedet21 Funds

64.5

58.9

7.0
9.9
9.5

8.2

f>I:"~ORIoI[1lS

or R&D

11.7
11.0

The forecast notes that inc.reases in
defense spendin~ primarily are directed
toward the acqUISition of major weapons
systems and the R&D that will be necessary to support them.
Continued success of the space shuttle
program and the potential use of the
shuttle as an instrument for more economical insertion and repair of satellites
is seen as justifying continued support of
the progtam for both civilian and
defense purposes. However, a decline
will result in NASA R&D funds from the
uansferring of much of the space shuttle
support from research to operational progtaVlS and a redefinition of NASA expenditures.
R&D will be heavily self-funded in the
manufacturing industries, where on the
average, less than 32 percent of the [Oral
will be supported by the Federal GQvernment. The non-manufacturing industries do relatively little R&D, yet 43 percent of the support for this activity will
be provided by the Federal Government.
As/art of the forecast. Battelle estimate the indusuial versus Federal support for R&D performed by several broad
mdusuial sectors. In 1984. Battelle expects the aerospace industry to regain
leadership in total R&D. with funding of
more than $15.8 billion. Of that, 72.9
percent will be industrially funded.
Last year's leader, the eleerrical
machinery and communications industry. is forecast to have the second lar~est
tOtal R&D support with $14.5 billlon.
Of that. 39.3 percent will be indusuially
funded.
Other industrial sectors Battdle estimates will receive more than $1 billion in
R&D funds include:
Machinery ($9.1). autos, trucks and
parts. and other transportation equipment ($6.2). chemicals ($8.2), professional and scientific instruments ($5.8),
petroleum producrs ($2.9). and food and
beverage products ($1.0).
The Battelle forecast indicates that industry is taking over shon-term R&D
projects and is reacting to the growing
pressure from foreign technological competition.
Much of the si~nificant increases in industrial support IS linked to three factors.

First, the general economic climate appears to be improving and industry is
responding to new opportunities foreseen in both the shorr and long-term.
"As greater emphasis is being placed on
indusuial productivity. revitalization,
the growth of the 'information society"
and the expansion of the consumer and
industrial markets. it is anticipated that
sales and profits-both early indicators
of R&D fund availability-will be increasing .in the near term," the report
concludes.
Second. there has been a relaxation of
selected .real and perceived barriers. to
cooperauve research programs, creatmg
multi-c.ompany supported R&D programs at universmes and nonprofit
organizations. as well as dedicated
research centers supported by groups of
companies. Finally, the report says that
R&D tax incentives enacted in 1981 may
be sraning to impact industrial support
for R&D.
The Batelle forecast also compares the
four performing sectors in terms of their
relative costs of R&D.
During 1984, the overall cost increase
for all R&D is estimated to be 5.0 percent. By sectors, the increases are estimated as government, 5.3 percent; industry, 5.3 percent; colleges and wllversities. 3.7 percent; and other nonprofits,
2.7 percent.

The preceding forecast was prepared
by Dr. Jules J. Duga, with assistance
from Dr. W. Halder Firher. Both are
with the Department of Applied and
Technical Economics at Batteile's Columbus Division. Parts of the data were
drawn from many sources, including the
National Science Foundation reports, the
McGraw-Hili Annual Survey of Busincss
Plans for R&D Expenditures, and other
similar sources.
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